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1.1 Introduction
RSSIM is a comprehensive simulation tool for the study of muitispectral 
remotely sensed images and associated system parameters. It has been developed to 
allow the creation of realistic muitispectral images based on detailed models of the 
surface^ the atmosphere, and the sensor. It also can be used to study the effect of 
system parameters on an output measure, such as classification accuracy or class 
separability.
In this report the operation and use of RSSIM is described. In this first section 
the implementation of the program is discussed, followed by examples of its use. In 
section 2 the structure and algorithms used in the major subroutines, along with the 
associated parameter files are discussed. Section 3 provides a complete listing of the 
program code. ■
1.2 Overview and implementation
The program is based on the simulation model developed in Kerekes and 
Landgrebe [1]. It is designed to allow flexibility in implementing various models, or 
processing algorithms, by having well-defined interfaces between system 
components.
The overall system model is shown in Figure 1.1. The two major interfaces 
between the system components are the scene spectral radiance file and the 
muitispectral. digital image. The scene spectral radiance file contains the high 
resolution spectral radiance present at the input to the sensor. The digital image is the 
result of the application of the sensor model to this spectral radiance.
The program has been developed in the UNIX operating system and is menu 
driven. After appropriate data and parameter files have been set up in the current 
directory, the program is started and the user is led through its operation by various 
menus. The simulated scene and image files, along with parameter and other output 
files are written in the current directory for later access.
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Figure 1.1 Simulation System Model
A brief description of the input parameter and data files used in RSSIM is given 
In Table 1.1. Table 1.2 list the possible output files generated by the program. Not all 
files are required nor generated, depending on the use of the program. The formats 
for these files are described in section 2 of this report.
SCPAR Scene description and associated parameters 
SQDMVN Reflectance mean and eigenvaiue/eigehyectors 
used in multivariate normal surface model 
SCDATA Reflectance mean and variance used in simple 
surface model
SCATM Simple atmospheric model parameters 
SCSTAT Reflectance mean and covariance used in SNR 
computations
SENPAR Sensor name file 
KIRIS,etc. Sensor parameter files 
PROPAR Processingparameterfiie
CMBDSti Band edges lo r combined bands feature selection 
CMSPTR Transformation matrix for feature Selection
Table 1 .1 Input Data and Parameter Files for RSSIM
SCRAD Scene spectral radiance file
SENlMG Remotely sensed; multispectral digital image
IMGFAR Parameterfile for SEN IMG:
COMING Compressed image after feature selection
SNRVOE Voltage SighaJ-to-Ndise Ratie
SNRFWR Power Signal-to-Noise Ratio
CLSRES Classification aecuracy result
SEPRES Separabiiitymeasureresuft
CLSMAP Spatial classification; map result
SIMCLS Repetitive simulation classification accuracy
SlMSEP Repetitive simulation separability
!a b le  1.2 Output Data and Parameter Files for RSSIM
The program execution time varies with the size of the scene and number of 
spectral bands in the sensor. The following show approximate execution times in GPU 
minutes on the Gould NP1 machine, running.,at 20 MIPS. The scene is 100 by 100 
cells with each cell being 1/2 the width of image pixels Created with a HIRlS model 
sensor, resulting in a 50 by 50 pixel image; All 200 bands of the HIRIS sensor are 
used to create the image, but only 16 features are used in the processing.
 ^ Create surface reflectance array usigg GENMVN 4 Minutes 
Compute atmospheric effects using LOWTRAN 7 6 Minutes
Apply HIRIS sensor 3 MihuteS
Compress imageand perform classification 1 Minute
Total System Process 14 Minutes
These are the major time consuming tasks of the program; other routines take 
only a few seconds. However, in the computation of SNR the atmospheric effects 
process must be generated, thus it takes at least 6 CPU minutes.
1.3 Example Terminal Sessions
Once the appropriate input files have: been created', the program RSSlM is used 
by selecting desired menu commands. Within the program the user may examine or 
change various parameters, create a scene, create an image, process the image, or 
run a repetitive simulation by use of the menus. The following examples show how 
this may be done.
In the first example the program is stepped through each of the major portions of 
the simulator: the scene, the sensor, and processing. RSSIM is used to examine and 
change a scene parameter, create a Scenej examine the sensor parameters, apply the 
sensor, examine the processing parameters, and then perform a classification. The 
following is the resulting terminal session with the user input underlined.
% r.ssim -
Welcome to RSSIM, the remote sensing system simulator! 
Please enter a global seed for random number generators.
moo
MAIN MENU1) Create/Modify/Review Scene
2) Apply/Modify/Review Sensor
3) Execute/Modify/Review Processing
4) Run Repetitive Simulation
5) .Quit
Enter selection




3) Return to Main Menu
Enter selection
I  " ■ ■ '■Select number of desired parameter for change
I) Ground size of pixel (meter) 15
2) Meteorological range 16
3) Sun polar angle 30
4) Sun azimuth angle 180
5) View polar angle 0
6) View azimuth angle 0
7) Return, to Previous Menu 
Enter selection
I






3) Return to Main Menu
Enter selection 
2.
Reading scene parameters... 
Generating spatial map... 
Computing atmosphere effects... 









1) Review/Modify Sensor2) Reii-iew/Ghange Sensor Type
3) Gdrapute Sensor SNR
4) Apply Sensor
5) Return to Main Menu
Enter selection
2 '
The current sensor type is Hiris
1) Change sensor type





2) Review/Change Sensor Type
3) Cbmpute Sensor SNR
4) Apply Sensor
5) Return to Main Menu
Enter selection 
I  .
Select number of desired parameter to change
1) TMC Gain State 1.000
2) Dark Current Factor I.QOO
3) Shot Noise Factor 1.000
4) Read/Thermal Factor 1.000
5) Rel Cal Error Factor 1.000
6) Abs Ca! Error Factor 0.000
7) Number of Bits 12





2) Review/Change Sensor Type
3) Compute Sensor SNR
4) Apply Sensor
5) Return to Main Menu 
Enter selection ; . ,
4  - / ■ ' : / ' t ^ ' ; / V / / ;Preparing sensor... ■.
Applying sensor...
Reading Scene F i l e ^
Applying spectral response...
Applying spatial response...
Adding noise.3../" / /- I . : ' ■■■■..- v
Performing A/D conversion and writing files.
MAIN MENU V' .,V././'/
1) Create/Modify/Review Scene - /
2) Apply/Modify/RevieW Sensor
3) Execute/Modify/Review Processing
4) Run Repetitiye Simulation
5) Quit ' -f"
Enter selection
/ P ROCE S S IflG MENU 
I) Review/Modify Processing
■/^ 2)/V'.Apip;i;^ \ .^roeessing ;
; 3) Return to Main Menu 
Enter selection
I Select desired, parameter for change
1) : Percentage Of training samples of class
2) Numberoffeatures for compression 
/ ' .33 ;. Return to Previous Menu .-R':




I) Review/Modify Processing 
/ 2 /  Apply Processing '/
3) Return to Main Menu
.■Enter^selection
''^./RR'-v'r r ;3 :3 rY  ' V’ Y YApplying processing...
Applying/hand selection... , 
Readingirn^ ge file/./,. - 
Combining selected bands . 
Writing^compressed f ile . . . 
Computing statistics for class 
Computingstatistics for class 
Classifying pixels for class 








Number of classes in scene 
Number of repetitions for result 
Number of pixels in class May 3
Number of pixels in class May 3
Number of training samples for May 3 
Number of training samples for May 3 
Class accuracy and std. dev. for 
Class accuracy and std. dev. for









May 3 sf 93.25 
May 3 un 82.63
0 . 0 0









The following example is for a repetitive simulation of a scene parameter. In 
this example, the simulation program creates a scene, applies the sensor, and 
computes the classification accuracy for five different meteorological ranges: 2, 4, 8, 
16,and32Km.
Welcome to RSSTm , the remote Sensing system simulator!
Please enter a global seed for random number generators:










1) Review/Select Parameter for Scene
2) Review/Select Parameter for Sensor
3) Review/Select Parameter for Processing
4) Return to Main Menu
Enter selection
I









0) No parameter change
1) Ground size of pixel (meter)
2) Meteorological range I
3) Sun polar angle
4) Sun azimuth angle
5) View polar angle
6) View azimuth angle
7) Return to Previous Menu 
Enter Seiectioh
Meteorological range; ;
Would you like an additive
ml,- ; I - -- Il;:-!-Enter initial value
Z




Enter number of repetitions desired
ExecutIng parameter I of 
Running repetition number 
’ Reading sCehe parameters . .
I Generating’dp a t ^
Computing atmosphere effects..
Cfeatihg' and Writing scene. • •
Preparing sensor...
?Vi^lyihg;.aensptl,.'.:v.-'.;:
Readihg. Scene File. . . 
.v;Applyihg--^ spectrai;';-fesppna;e.'. ...
Applying spatial fesponse...
;; Adding noise...iperformlng A/D conversion and writing files 
Applying processingv,. 
Applying.bandseleGtion--- 
Reading image file..v 
Combining selected bands. . .
Writing compressed f ile . V . ; jI"
Computing statistics/for class 
’ Computingstatistics for class 
Classifying pixels for class 




ISfumbor of classes in scene 
fifanibef of repetitions for result 
Number of pixels in class 
Number of; pixels in class 
Number of tfainihg samples for 
Number of training samples for 
Class accuracy and std. dev. for
increment?
. ' :;
May 3 ’ Sf 800
May 3 un 800 'i
May 3 sf 800
May 3 un 800 ...May 3 sf 88.38 0 .0 0
9Glass accuracy and std. dev. for May 3 un 79.25 0.00
The above output (from the statement "Executing parameter 1 of 5") is repeated 
4 more times to the terminal. The output is truncated here due to space 
considerations. The final output of the simulation sequence is written in a file named 
"simcls" and is shown below. Since only one repetition was made, the standard 
deviations were 0.0
Scene used CMP 2
Sensor used hiris
Classifier used maxlik
Number of classes in scene 2
Number of repetitions for result I
Running parameter 
Initial value of parameter 
Final value of parameter 
Incremental value of parameter 
Increment type
Meteorological range
2 . 0 0 0 0 0
32.00000
2 . 0 0 0 0 0
m
Class accuracy and std, dev. run 
Class accuracy and std. dev. run 
Class accuracy and std. dev. run 
Class accuracy and std. dev. run 







Program and Subroutine Structure
consists of printing the main menu and then exerting the 
function selected by cailing one of the foilowing main subroutines, or quitting the 
prqgram.
• GENSCN - Examine, or change scene description parameters, and/or 
generate scene spectral rad file.
• APPSEN - Examine, or change censor description parameters, end/or 
create image from scenefile. •
• PROIMG - Examine, or change processing parameters, and/or apply
The following sections 2;2 through 2,5 describe these subroutines, their 
parameter tiles, algorithms, and output formats.
2.2 GENSCN Subroutine
This subroutine allows scene system parameters to be examined or changed, 
and to create a scene radiance file. The subroutines used in GENSCN are listed in 
Table 2:1 , while Figure -2.1 shows the overall flow.






GENMAP Generatesimple reflectance array
GENLOW Generate atmospheric effects using LOWTRAN 7
CONLOW Convert LOWTRAN output from per cm-1 to perpm
GENATM Generateatmosphericeffectsusingsimplemodel
GENRAD Generate scene special radiance file
INTERP InterpolatescenespeotralradiancetoIOnmspacing
processing functions.
• SIMENG - i  
simulation.
Specify parameter, its limits, and step size for repetitive





Figure 2.1 GENSCN Flowchart
























The following paragraphs describe each subroutine and their associated; 
parameter or data files.
SOPIN reads in the scene parameter file in preparation of creating a scene. 
The contents and formats of this file are shown in Table 2.2 below. Also shown are the 























Label, Numberpf classes 
Label, Names of; classes 
Label, Class boundaries 
Label, Number of rows in scene 
Label, Number of columns in scene 
Label, Surface reflectance model
Label, Atmospheric model
Label, Atmospheric type
Label, Ground size of scene cell 
Label, Surface ffieteorological range 
LabeI1SoIarzenithangIe 
Label, Solar azimuth angle 
Label, View zenith angle 
Label, View azimuth angle 
Label, Altitude of sensor 
Label, AR process coefficients'
Label ,AR p roce ss variance 








Table 2.2. "Scpar" Gontents and Formats
CHSC reads the above scene parameter file and allows the user the option of 
changing one of the parameters shown in Table 2.3. If changes are made, the new 
parameter f ie  is written.
Ground size of scene cells , ■ ■
Surface Meteorological Range
SolarZenithAngle ;• • : . .■ ■ :
SoIarAzimuthAngIe : . ;
ViewZenithAngle
View Azimuth Angle
Table 2.3. Parameters Available for Change in CHSC.
The surface refIeetance statistics are read in bySCRIN orSCMVIN, depending 
on the surface model chosen. The "simple" model is computationally quick, but 
generates spectral reflectance vectors that are completely correlated from spectral 
band to spectral band. SCRIN reads these reflectances from the file "scdata", and its 
format is shown in Table 2.4.
Repeat for each class
(aiO) Class Name 
(60f8.4) Class Mean Reflectance (%)
(60f8.4V Class Reflectance Standard Deviation (%)
Table 2.4. Format of Data File "scdata".
The "multivar" surface reflectance model uses the spectral reflectance mean, 
and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the class spectral covariance matrix to 
Transform the simulated reflectance vectors to have the same spectral statistics as did 
the original data, SCMVIN reads this data from the file "scdmvn", whose format is 
shown in Table 2.5.
Repeat for each class : T -/V v '/
(a10) Class Name 
(60f1G,4) Mean Spectral Reflectance (%)
(60f10-4) Eigenvalues of Spectral Covariance Matrix 
(in increasing order)
60x(60f10.4) Eigenvectors of Spectral Covariance Matrix 
(in increasing Order) v - V / ;
Table 2.5. Fprmat Of Data File "scdmvn".
GENMAP and GENMVN generate the Widatially correlated spectral reflectance 
array using the "simple" and "multiyar"^mdidels, respectively. In GENMAP, one zero 
mean, unit variance array the size of the scene is generated using the AR spatial 
model within each class boundary. Then, the spectral reflectance vector array is 
generated by multiplying the reflectanceMndard deviation by the random number in 
each ce Ip arid adding the reflectance: mean vector. In GENMVN, a zero mean un't 
variance array is generated for each scejie wavelength, and the resulting spectral 
reflectance vectors (at each scene cell) are transformed by the 
eigenvalues/eigenvectors and added to the mean to create the spectral reflectance 
array. ■ / y ;/:/ V ■ - V : - u'!\ V V ; ; ' v  ■ •: '-T V yy y, ; V
Xh& atmospheric effects are generated by GENATM for the "simple" model, and 
GENLOW for the "lowtran" model/ GENATM provides a quick, yet vastly simplified 
model for the surface irradiance arid scattered path ^ radiance. It yses the data file 
"scatm" as described in Table 2.6.
(20Tf8;3) Solar Spectral Irradiance at the Surface 
(2f8.5) Optical Thickness at Vti = 2 Km ( @X~  0.4 and 2.4 pm)
'• H
' '
Ti 3 Km Ii
H 4 Km »•
H
. . .  .
' Ti  ^ V 5 Km ... i t
If . * i ' 6Km H
Il I* 8 Km IS '
II
;  •
Ii 10 Km Ii
I l H 13 Km I*
Table 2.6. Format of Data File "scatm".
OENLOW uses the LOWTRAN 7 atmospheric code described in Kneizys, et al. 
[2], and the diffuse irradianee and path radiance model described in Kerekes and 
Landgrebe [1J. LOWTRAN 7 is utilized by setting up an input file, calling LOWTRAN, 
then reading the resulting output file. The report by Kneizys, et al., describes the 
formats for these files. The subroutine CONLOW converts the output units of 
L0WTRAN:7 from per wavenumber (cm-1) to per wavelength (pm).
Subroutine GENRAD combines the spectral reflectance array (after 
interpolating to the 201 TO nm wavelengths using INTERP) and the atmospheric 
effects model to produce the scene spectral radiance file "scrad". This file is then 
written in an unformatted format using the following loop:
Repeat for all rows
Repeat for all columns





This subroutine allows the sensor model and its associated system parameters 
to be examined or changed; and to create an image file from the scene spectral 
radiance^ The subroutines used in APPSEN are listed in Table 2.7, while Figure 2.2 
Shows the Overaill flow.
SENMEN Display sensor menu and get selection
SENCHG Display and/or change sensor model




FRMIMG Form image using spatial and spectral response 
NOISEA Add noise to image
ADWRlt Convert image to digital numbers and write out
IPWRIT Write imaae parameter fiie H
Table 2.7 Subroutines Called from APPSEN
■ i; .■
SENCHGiSliovvs the user to Change thename of the seasor;parameter file from 
Withifi the prog ram. It uses the one li ne file "Sehpar" whose fo rmat is shown in Table
1 VI (a24,a-10) Label, Name of sensor parameter file
Table 2.8 "Senpar" Format.
CHSEN allows the user to examine or modify certain parameters in the sensor 
parameter file namecfin 11Senpar''. Table 2.9 shows which parameters are available 
for modification, and table 2.1 G shows the format of the sensor parameter files. One 
file exists for each sensor model, eg. HIRIS, TM,. MSS.
Sensor Gain State 
Dark Level Factor 
Shot Noise Factor 
Thermal/Read Noise Factor 
Relative Calibration Error Factor 
Absolute Calibration Error Factor
Number of Radiometric Bits
Table 2.9. Parameters Available for Change in CHSEN.
Note that thermal and read noise are combined into one component. For the 
lOW-dimensional sensors such as TM or MSS, this is thermal noise. In HIRIS, thermal 
noise is insignificant, and -tlils-,jioise-:0m^nent/i§ the noise Jn reading the detector 
arrays. Both are zero mean Gaussian random processes.








































Label, N a M  of sensor 
Label, Numbenof banda^ ^^
Label, N u M te ofdetectors ( equal tonumber of 
bands for Ld-Dim sensors; equal to 2 for HIRI$) 
Label, System response constant 
Label, Full scale levels of detectors (bands) 
■.■l^ :V'.:;:;LabeL Sensorgainstate(IMGforHlRIS)
Label, Darkleydls 
Label, Dark level factor 
Label, Shot noise constants 
Label, Shot noise factor /-4,
Label, Read (or Thermal) noise levels
noise factor
Label, Relative calibration error level 
Label, Relative calibration error factor 
Label, Absolute calibration error level 
Label, Absolute calibration error factor 
v Label, Ndmber of radiometric bits 
Label, Sensor altitude
Label, Across scene sampling interval (radians) 
Label , Down scene sampling inte rval (radians) 
Label, Number of angles in LSF responses
LabelLStep size Cf LSF response (radians) 
Label
Repeat for eaCh LSF angle the following line:
(f8 3) LSF response across scene
(a24) Label
Repeat for each LSF angle the following line:
(f8:3) LSF response dpwn scene
Repeat for each scene wavelength the following line:

























Table 2.10. Sensor Parameter File Contents and Formats.
The SNR computation menu option is implemented in the GMPSNR routine. 
This routine computes the signal and noise levels from the scene descriptions in the 
current ''separ" and sensor parameter files. The user has the choice of specifying a 
constant surface albedo, or using the ispeCtral reflectance mean and covariance 
contained in the file "scstat". The formatofthis fiieisshowninTable 2.11.
Repeat for each class
: T310) CI3ss Name 
(201 f8.4) Class RefIectance Mean Vector (%)
201 x(2Q1 f8:4) Glass Reflectance Covariance Matrix (%)
Table 2/11 . Format of Data File "ScStat"
 ^ If the class reflectance file is used, both thevoltageand power SNR (as defined 
in KerekSs and Landgrebe) are computed. If the sensoris the HIRIS model, theSNRs 
can be computed for the combined band features specified In the file "cmbdsl" 
described in section 2,4 of this report. An overall SNR is also computed when using 
the combined features. The results of these computations are written to theTerminal, 
as well as to the files "snrvOi" and "snrpwr" for the voltage and power SNR, 
respectively.
In order to apply the sensor tocreatethe image file, the scene radiance file must 
exist. If it does, Then the application proceeds with SENIN reading in the sensor 
parameter Tile for The sensor listed in 'isenpar". COMRIX then computes the required 
spatial indices taking into account theiscene cell ground size, the sampling intervals of 
the sensor, and the sensor altitude. FRMIMG then applies the spectral response by 
integrating across the spectral radiance functions at each scene location, then 
performing a two-dimensional convolution with the sensor spatial responses. NOlSEA 
then adds in the various types of noise, and ADWRIT scales the resuiting image pixels 
accordingly and converts the values to the appropriate integer based on the number of 
bits specified. The image is then written out in an.unformatted BIL (Band-lnterleaved- 
by-Line) format. An image parameter file 'Imgpar" is also written out to be used bythe 
processing subroutines. Table 2.12 shows the tormat of this file.
(a30,a6) Label, Name of scene used for image 
(a30,a6) Label, Name of sensor used for image 
(a30,i3) Label. Number of columns in image 
(a30,i3) iLabel, Number Of rows in image 
; (a30,i3) Label, Number of spectral bands in image 
: (a30,f7.3) Label, Width of image pixels (meters) 
(a30,f7.3) Label, Height of image pixels (meters) 
(a30,i3) Label, Number of radiometric bits
Table 2.12. Format of Output Image Parameter File "imgpar".
2.4 PROIMG Subroutine
th is  subroutine allows processingsystem parameters to be examined or 
changed; and to apply proGessing functions to the simulated image. The subroutines












Display processing menu and get selection
Display processing system parameters and get changes
Read processing parameter file
Compress image using spectral transformation matrix
Compress image by combing bands
Compute class statistics from training areas
Compute Bhattacharyya distance
Compute multiclassTlistance measure
Write separability result _; s: :<:X
Perform rnaximuhi I i ^
Write classification results C
Table 2.13 Subroutines Called from PROIMG
PROIN reads the processing parameter file "propar"whose cpntents and 






Label, Separability measure type
Label, Classification type• i
Label, Number of classes
(a48,a6)
(a48,i3) -------...
Repeat for each class the following line:
(a48,4i4) Label, Scene coordinates of training fields
(upper left and lower right coordinates) 
(a48,i3) Label, Percentage of training field area







Table 2.14. "propar" Contents and Formats
CHPRO allows the user to examine or modify certain parameters in the 
processing p a ra m e te r Table 2.15 shows which parameters are available for 
,modification.
Percentage of training field area 
Number of features for compression





Figure 2.3 PRdIMG Flowchart.
































After the image has been determined to exist, the processing proceeds with 
PROiN reading in the parameters from "propar". If compression has been desired, 
then the image file is read in and compressed by the appropriate method. 
Compression can only be applied if the image was created from the HIRIS model 
sensor. COMSPC uses a matrix to transform each image vector to the new feature 
space. The matrix is read from the file "cmsptr" whose format is shown in Table 2.16.
Repeat for number of features
(201f10.4) Transformation vector
Table 2.16. Contents and Format of "cmsptr”.
■ ; - ■ • • ■ ■ ' • " ' ' ' '  - '• ' •'
COMBSL performs compression by combing wavelength bands to form the new 
features. Table 2.17 shows the format of the file "cmbdsl" that defines the edges of the 
contiguous bands to be combined for each feature.
Repeat for number of features
(a24,2i4) Label, Lower and upper scene 
wavelength numbers to be 
combined for each feature
Table 2.17. Contents and Format of "cmbdsl".
With either method, the new ^ compressed image is written to the file named 
"eomimg" in the same format as "Senimg". The image parameter file "imgpar" is also 
modified to reflect the fewer number of bands (now features).
^ isT A T  then computes t^ mean vectors and covariance matrices for each 
class from the image, or the compressed image if compression was performed. The 
statistics are computed from the pixels in the training areSs as defined in 
Those Coordinates are defined from the scene indices and are divided by the ratio of 
the image pixel size to the scene cell size. For training area percentages less than 
100%, pixels are used sequentially across and down the training area until the 
appropriate number have been used. CSTAT also writes the mean and covariance of 
each class to a file named "clsstat". These statistics are computed from scaled values 
(0 -100) to prevent overflow problems. This scaling is achieved by dividing by 2Q-1, 
where Q is the number of bits used in the sensor.
Separability may be computed from these class statistics using either the 
CMPBHT or the QMPSEP routines. In CMPBHT, the pairwise Bhattacharyya distances 
are computed and averaged together. CMPSEP computes the trace of the matrix 
product of the inverse of the within-class scatter matrix and the between class scatter 
matrix. The equations for these distance measures are presented in Kerekes and 
LandgreBie [ I ]. For both measures, the result is written to the terminal and to the file 
"sepres" with the format shown in Table 2.18.
(840,36) Label, Name of scene used for image 
(a40,a6) Label, Name of sensof used for image
(a40,a6) Label, Separability measure used
(a40,i3) Labelj NumberofcIassesinscene
(a40,i3) Label, Number of repetitions
Repeat the next two lines for each class
(a35,a10,i5) Label, Class narnevNumber of pixels in class 
(a35,a10,i5) Label, Class name, Number of training samples 
(a35>f8.3) Label, Separability value
Table 2.18. Format of Separability File "sepres".
Dlassifieation of; the image (or compressed image) may be performed by the 
routine ML. It uses the multivariate Caussiah assumption in computation of the 
maximum likelihood discriminant function. ApriOri probabilities, are computed as the 
ratio of the number of pixels assigned to each class to the total in the scene. An ascii 
map of the class numbers of each pixel is written to a file named "clsmap", while the 
classification accuracy result is written in routine CLSWRT to the terminal and a file 
name "clsres" with the format shown in Table 2.19.
(a40,a6) Labelj Nameofsceheusedforimage
(a40,a6) Label, Name of sensor used for image
(a 4 Q ,a 6 )L a b e l, Classifierused - 
(a40,i3) LabeLNumberofeIassesinscene
(a40,i3) Label, Numberof repetitions
Flepeat the next two lines for each class
(a35,a10,i5) LabeL Class harne, Number of pixels in class 
(a35,a10,i5) Label, Class name, Number of training samples 
Repeat the next line for each class ; ;
; (a35,f8.2) Label, class accuracy (in %)
Table 2.19- Format of Classification Results File "clsres".
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2.5 SIMENG Subroutine
The SIMENG subroutine allows the user td specify pne of the available system 
parameters as a running variable and repetitively execute GENSCN, APPSEN, and 
PRDiMG (as appropriate) for each step of the variable. Table 2.20 shows the 
subroutines used and Figure 2.4 shows the flow of SIMENG.
PRNTM Display simulation menu and get selection ^
GHSG Display scene system parameters and make changes 
CHSEN Display sensor system parameters and make changes 
CHPRO Display processing system parameters and make changes 
GENSCN Generate scene file
APPSEN Apply sensor model and create image
PROIMG I Apply processing and output separability or classification 
accuracy
SAVSEP Save separability result from one repetition 
SAVCLS Save class accuracy result from one repetition 
SVSTSP Save separability result from one parameter step 
SVSTCL Save class accuracy result from one parameter step 
SMWRTS Write separability simulation run results 
SMWRTC Write classification simulation run results
Table 2.20 Subroutines Called from SIMENG
After selecting either the scene, sensor, or processing parameter menus, the 
user is prompted for a parameter for change. A no parameter change option is also 
available for just a repetitive average of the simulation results. This. is useful in 
reducing the variability of the results introduced by the random numbers by averaging
-piaramiBtec was chosen, the user is prompted for initial, final, and 
incremental parameter values. This increment may be of an additive, or multiplicative 
type. The number of repetitive simulations for each parameter step is then specified.
After initializing the repetitive simulation, the appropriate subroutines are called 
for each step and for each repetition. If the variable parameter was chosen from the 
scene menu, GENSCN, APPSEN, and PROIMG are repetitively executed. If the 
parameter was from the sensor menu, then the current scene file is repeatedly used by 
APPSEN, and PROIMG. If the parameter was from the processing menu, then the 
current image is repeatedly used by PROIMG.
^ f Or each repetition, the ^separability and/or C ^  averaged
over all classes) is saved by SAVSEP and SAVCLS, respectively. For each 
parameter step, the resulting separability and/or classification accuracy is averaged 
over all repetitions and saved by routines SVSTSP and SVSTCL respectively. The 
final result of airparametereteps Is written to the terminal and to the files "Simsepn^ nd 
"simcls" with,the format shown in Tahle 2,21 by ,SMWRTS fo rThp separability and 







Figure 2.4 SiyENG Flowchart
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(a40,a6) Label, Name of scene used for i mage
(a40,a6) Label, Name of sensor used for image
(a40,a6) Label, Separability measure, or Classifier used^ ^
(a40,i3) Label, Number of classes in scene
(a40,i3) Label, Number of repetitions
(a40,a48) Label, Running parameter
(a40,f10.5) Label, Initial parameter value
(a40,f10.5) Label, Final parameter value
(340,f10.5) Label, Incremental parameter value
(a40,a1) Label, Increment type
Repeatfornumberof steps
(a30,i5,f8 3,f7,3) Label, step number, average class-accuracy,: 
r  standard deviation of class accuracy
The output to the terminal pf the simulation results are intermixed with the 
progress statements of the various subroutines. This occurs due to the writing of 
intermediate results when obtained, rather than waiting until the end of the repetitive 
simuirniom This allows at Ieam partial results to be s^ved In case of machine crash 





3.1 Order of Subroutines
Tfee following list briefly describes and gives the order of the subroutines in the 
RSSIM code listing of section 3.3. The page  ^number on which the subroutine begins 
is also shown.
Subroutine Description Page
RSSIM Main program 28
PRINTM Displaymainmenuandgetselection 3T
GENSCN Generate scene file 32
SCMENU Display scene menu and get selection 35





GENMVN Generate multivariate reflectance array ^ 42
GENATM Generateatmosphericeffeetsusingsimplemodel 44
GENLOW Generate atmospheric effects using LOWTRAN 7 46
CONLOW Convert LOWTRAN output from per cnr1 to per pm 51
GENRAD Generatescenespectrairadianeefile 53
INTERP Interpolate scene spectral radiance to 10 nm spacing 55
APPSEN Apply sensor modei and create image 57
SENMEN Display sensor menu and get selection ^ 61
SENCH'G Display and/or change sensor model 62
SNRCMP Compute SNR for system configuration 63
SENIN Readsensorparameterfile 71
COMPIX Compute array indices for spatial response 74
FRMIMG Form image Using spatial and spectral response 76
NOISEA Add noise to image 79
ADWRIT Convertimagetodigitalnumbersandwriteout 81
IPWRIT Writeimageparameterfile 82
PROIMG Apply processing and output output measure 83
PROMEN Display processing menu and get selection 86
PROIN Read processing parameter file ^  87
COMSPC Compress image using spectral transformation matrix 89
COMBSL Compress image by combing bands 91
CSTAT Computeclassstatisticsfromtrainingareas 93
CMPSEP Compute multiclass distance measure ; ;
CMPBHT Compute Bhattaehstryya distance
SEPWRT Write separability result
ML Perform maximum likelihood classification
CLSWRT Write classification results
SlMENG Run repetitive simulation with running parameter
PRNTRM Display simulation menu and get selection
CHSC Display scene system parameters and get changes
CHSEN Display sensor system parameters and get changes
CHPRO Display processing system parameters and get changes
SAVCLB Save class accuracy result from one repetition
SAVSEP Save separabilityresult from one repetition
SVSTCL Save class accuracy result from one parameter step
SVSTSP Save separability result from one parameter step




















3.2 External Routines Required
Several external routines have been used in this implementation of RSSIM. 
UNIX file utilities have been utilized for the scene and image files to speed up file 
access: IMSL math library; routines have been used for random number generation 
and mathematical operations; These routines could be replaced with equivalent 
functions. Listed below are the UNIX and IMSL functions used.
UNIX Routines
ucreate - create an unformatted file 
uopen - open unformatted file 
Uclose - close unformatted file 
uread - read unformatted file 
; u^
Systarn - execute shelipommand (used to call LOWTRAN 7)
IMSL Version 9.0 Routines v
ggnml - generate Vector of Gaussian random numbers 
} ggubs-generate vector of Uniformly distributed random numbers 
Sinv3f - compute matrix inverse and determinant (double precision) 
erfc  ^ complementary error function (this was from lMSL version 10.0; the 
equivalent version 9.0 routine "merfc" could not be located.)
3.3 Program Listing
Q*********  ** **************  *Vr ** ** ******** ******** **** Vr * * * ** **********#^
R S S I  M JPK Release 1.0 
























































This program simulates an entire reittote sensing system fhr the 
evaluation of system parameters.
It is based on the simulation model described in 
"Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis of OptiGal Remote 
Sensing Systems7"by John Kerekes and David Landgrebe*
TR-EE 89-XX, School of EleGtrical Engineering/ Purdue University.
For a complete descriptioh of this pfogram and assoGiated data 
files./ see uRSSIM: A Simulatioh Program for Optical Remote 
Sensing S y s t e m s b y  John Kdrekes and David Landgfebe/
TR-EE 89-XX, School of ElectriGal EngIneeringy Purdue University.
Size limitations: Scene can be created with
100 x 100 high spatial fesolution cells 
. 201 scene, spectral WavelehgiLhs (0.4 to: 2.4 micfohs) 
4 spectral classes;
Image can be created with 
- ' : 100 cols x 100 rows
201 image spectral bands : •
Processing can handle image with 
I00 cols x 100 rows 
16 image features or bands
These size limitations may be altered by changing the 
appropriate parameter statements In each subroutine* and 
in some cases, the I/O format statements. The. following 











maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of 
maximum number of
columns in scene 
rows in scene 
Scdhe wavelengths 
spectral classes 
columns in image 
rows in image 
image spectral bands 
features in processing 
simulation ,repetitions
parameter steps in repeptitive simulation
The following command line Is used to compile this program 
on any of the ECN UNIX machines.





























c The file "Isubs.f" contains IMSL version 9 routine called by RSSIM.
c The IMSL rouintes included are:
cc ggnml - generate vector of Gaussian random numbers
c ggubs - generate vector of uniform random numbers
c linv3f - compute matrix inverse and determinant (double precision)
c erfc - complementary error function (IMSL version 10.0 - from
c the -Iimslib library)
c
c The ,f-lECN77n library contains the following UNIX routines
c
c ucreate - create an unformatted file
c uopen -■ open an unformatted file
c uclose - close an unformatted file
c uread ~ read an unformatted file
c uwrite - write an unformatted file
c system - execute shell command (used to call LOWTRAN 7)
c
e.c With the size limits given above/ the executable file
o generated by compiling on the Gould NPl machine requires
c over 77 megabytes of memory,
c
c • • •
C ''0* * * ******* * * * * * ************* * * * * *********************  * *'*'* ****** * * *
c . ' '
c Global variable definitions:
ans logical variable; true if file exists
gseed - global seed
mis ”■ nonzero if mistake in entering data 
numrep - number of repetitions for result
param - integer number of parameter in repetitive simulation 
select — integer used in selection of menu items 
sim - logical variable; true if repetitive simulation
Major Subroutines
printm - print main menu and get selection 
genscn - specify and generate scene file 
appsen—  specify, and apply sensor to create image, file 
proimg■- specify and process image
simeng - specify and oversee repetitive simulation
30
program rssim 
double precision gseed 
integer mis,numrep, param,select 
logical ans,first,sim 
c .
printV""Welcome to RSSIMr the remote sensing system simulator!” 
print*
10 print*,"Please enter a global seed for random number generators:" 
read(5,*, iostat=rnis)gseed 
if(mis.ne.0)then







goto (100,200,3.00,400,500) select .
100 call genscn(gseed,param, sim) 
goto 50
200 call appsen (ans, gseed, param, sim) 
goto 50
300 call proimg(ans,numrep,param,sim) 
goto 50




Q * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * *:* * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
O Q
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c*****^***** -********** '* ***** '****^*^******************^**^**^**^*****
C
c P R I N T  M





print*,"I) Create/Modify/Review Scene" 
print*,”2) Apply/Modify/Review Sensor" 
print*,"3) Execute/Modify/Review Processing" 





if(sel.ge.I.and.sel.Ie.5.and.mis.eq.0) goto 10 
print*,"Invalid selection"



































C /  .






















q* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * **;***** ******** ****** * * *********
Variables used:
altsen - altitude of sensor above scene 
atmocLe ~ atmosphere model to be used 
attype ^ atmosphere type to be used
clsbnd — array of class boundaries (upper left, lower right) 
cIsnam - array of class names 
difcon - diffuse irradiance constant
dirrad - direct spectral radiance from sun/ surface, to sensor 
maxcol - width of scene ih -high resolution cells 
maxref - number of spectral wavelengths in FSS reflectance 
maxrow - height of scene in high resolution cells 
mbound - number of coordinates defining class area 
, metrng - ..surface meteorological range of atmosphere 
numcls - number of classes in scene 
pthO - path spectral radiance for a.lb=0. O
pthl - path spectral radiance for aIb=I. O'
pelsze - ground diameter of high resolution scene cell 
phisun - solar azimuth angle 
phivew  ^view azimuth angle 
refmap - scene reflectance map 
remean - reflectance mean
restd - reflectance standard, deviation
reval - reflectance covariance matrix eigenvalues
reyec - reflectance covariance matrix eigenvectors
scname - name of scene
/random number seed 
spatial model variance 
surmod - surface model to be used 
theta -array of spatial model parameters 







chsc - change scene parameter file 
genatm — generate simple atmosphere
genlow - generate atmosphere according to LOWTRAN 7 
genmap - generate scene class reflectance array 
c genmvn - generate multivariate scene reflectance array
G genrad - generate scene spectral radiance file
C scmenu - print scene menu
c semvin ~ read in multivariate spectral file
C scpin - read in scene parameter file
c serin - read in scene spectral reflectance file
c . •
subroutine genscn(seed,param,sim)
parameter ,(maxbnd=2 OI / maxcls==4 rmaxdim==2 OI , maxref=6 O,
+maxx-1OO,maxy=lOOfmbound=4) 















: teal refmap (maxx,maxy,maxref ),stppar(maxbnd), theta(3)
•,If:'si^ ul'atiori';rin'progress> skip menu 
and if not necessary to create scene, skip creation 
Param = 11 is pixel size; no need to create scene over




If sel = I, then go to parameter file change subroutine 
= 2, create .scene”-v::^ / -: v .■ ^
■ = 3, return to main menu
if(sel.eq.I) then 




goto 10 - .'Z'.;,'-.-
endif
if,(sel.eq.3) goto 100 
if(sel.eq.2) continue.
Input:scehe,parameters
,p.fint^ ;"M©.adi'ng scene parameters..." :
call scpin(altsen,atmode,attype,clsbnd,clsnam,difcon, 
+maxcol,maxrow,metrng,numcls,pelsze,phisun,phivew,scname, 
+spavar, surmod:, theta, thsun, thve*).
Input spectral class reflectance and transmittance data
if (surmpd- eq;. Vsimple ’) call serin (clsnam,
+numcls,remean,restd,surmod)
if(surmod.eq.'multivar ') call semvin(numcls,remean,reval, 
+revec)
Generate spatially correlated class map 
print*,"Generating spatial map..."
if(surmod.eq.'simple y') call genmap(clsbnd,maxcol,maxrow,
34
+numcls, Bemeanf restd,seed,refmap, spavar,theta) 
if (surmod. eq. 1Itiultivar 1 ) call ge.nmvn (Clsbnd7 maxcol, maxraw, 
+numclsremean, reval,, reyep, refmap, seed, Spayarrtheta) 
c
c Compute atmosphere effects
C ^
print*/"Computing atirpsphere effects..." 
if (atmode .eq. l Simple1) eall genatina(dirradr^trng/
+pthOf pfchl/thsun/t'hvew) ,
if(atmbde.eq.1Iowtran*) call genlow(altsen,attype,difcon,dirrsd, 
+metrng/Phisunrphivew,pthO,pthl,thsun,thvew) 
c
c Generate scene spectral radiance file
c
print*,"Creating and writing scene..,"








c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C
G S C M  E N U
c Print scene menu and return selection




print*, "I)- Review/Modify Scene” 
print*,”2) Create Scene”











q* * * * * * * * * *  **  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C  S C P  I N
C
c Read in scene parameters. Changes in the format of scpar require
c changes in subroutine CHSC also,
c
c Variables defined in GENSCN
c















































S C R I N  ' v^-











Read in scene refiectaricedata from ^sedate file. 
Used ih simple surface mode ; ,





real remean (maxcls,maxref) , restd(maxclsvmaxref)
open -(Uhit=I 0 ,file=1 sedata*) 
rewind(10) 
do 5 i=l , nurncls
read(10,IOi)name
read(10,102)(remean(ifj)fj=l,maxref) - ; ^
read (IOfI 02) > (re s t d (i, j) J-=I7 max re f) 
continue 
Close(IO)
return ; > re­
format (a) 
format(60f10.4)
• ,:end'.-. '.V;. e;'V: ' /e • . /r'
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Q * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
c S C S  I N
c
c Read in scene reflectance data from scstat file,
c Used in SNR computation,
c





character*10 clsnam(maxcls),name . 
integer numcls

















0  *  *  *  *  *  *  .* • *  'i
C









s c M v i N  •... -
Read in multivariate data file created from statistics of 
Field Spectrometer System (FSS) database












; ;. read(10,101) (reval(n,I),1=1,maxref)
. do. 30 m-1,maxref




' , return;;.; ...
__  format(al2)
101 'format>(4o.'f 10.4)
' ' '-end;; -rVl - ^



















* * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *:* * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * *
G E N MA P
Generates a spatially correlated, random number map using 
first order:two-dimensional Gauss-Markov autoregressive model,. 
This, is the "simple” model in that all scene wavelengths:
'• a-.re completely correlated.
Pixels are grouped by cover type classes.
Variables used defined in GENSCN
Subroutines called: IMSL ggnml
subroutine genmap(clsbnd,maxcol,maxrow,numcls/remean>restd, 
+seed, refmap,spavar,theta)
parameter (maxcls=4, maxref=60 ,;maxx=l 0 0 f maxy-1 OOf mbound=4)
double precision seed
integer clsbnd(mbound,maxcls)
integer maxcol, maxrow,, numcls,npts
real remean(maxcls,maxref),restd(maxcls,maxref)
real theta(3),Spavar




Loop for all classes in scene 
do 10 k=l,numcls
c. Set up initial conditions
c . • " " ■j=clsbnd(2 , k)
do 20 i==clsbnd (I, k) , clsbnd (3, k) 
do 20 m=l,maxdim
refmap (I, j ,m) =0.0 
20 continue
i=Clsbnd(Ifk)








c Generate random numbers
c
call ggnml(seed,npts,temp)
c Correlate and place in random map for class 
c
1=1
do 40 j =clsbnd( 2,k)+1 ,cl sbnd( 4 , k) 
do 40 i=clsbnd(I, k) +1, clsbnd(3;, k) 
do 45 m=l,maxdim
refmap (I, j,m) =theta (I) *fefmap (i-1, j,m) +
+ theta(2)*refmap (i,j-l,m) +
41




cc Multiply by standard deviation and add mean
c 'do 50 j=Clsbnd( 2 )k)f clsbnd'(4,k) 
do 50 i=clsbnd(I, k) , clsbnd (3,k) 
do 55 m=l.,inaxdim
refmap (i, j,m) = (refmap'li, j,m) *restd (k,m) )/100.0 
+remean (k, m) /100.. 0
continue 
continue






































G E N M V N
Compute multivariate normal reflectance array in a spatially 
correlated manner, using 3rd order autoregressive model, and 
the spectral covariance eigenstructure.
This implements the "multivar" surface model
Note: Eigenvalues/eigenvectors are stored in order of least 
to most significant.
Subroutines called:
ggnml - IMSL Gaussian random number generator
Variables include those defined in GENSCN and the following:
a - Product of eigenvector ..and sqrt(eigenvalue) matrix
eigmat - Matrix of sqrt of eigenvalues
mineig - index of minimum eigenvalue to be used
temp - vector of random numbers
val - minimum value of eigenvalue to be used
xmap - reflectance map before transformation
subroutine genmvn(clsbnd,maxcol,maxrow,numcls, remean,
+reval,revec,refmap,seed,spavar,theta) 
parameter(maxcls=4, maxref=60,maxx=I00, maxy=100, mbound=4, val=0.01)' 










Loop for each class
do 10 k=l,numcls
Set up transform matrix a
do 15 m=l,maxref 




c Find smallest eigenvalue of significance to save time




eigmat (m,m) =sqrt (reval (k,m)>) 
continue






















.' a (m,n) =O. 0 "V ;V-V-V
continue': V .V
■ do 40 In==I rInaxref . . V
do 40 n=mineig,maxref -V: 
do 45 l=mineig7maxref
a (m, n) =a (m/n) +revec;(:k,m, l) *eigmat Ii7 ri)
•■:/;;:;V;^ contihuev- V V ' ;VV 'VV-
continue
Set up initial conditions
do 50 j=clsbnd(2rk)rclsbnd(4rk) 
do 50 i=clsbnd(lrk)fclsbndTS,k)
: do 50 m=l,maxref
xmap(l, j^mjWO.O
■/."■continue';, VV
Go through each Wavelength and spatially correlate cells
— .WlV'', : V - ’:-' -V ■ V.,. ’ ' ."■//
do 70 j=clsbnd(2,k)+1,clsbnd(4,k)
do 70 i^lsbndflykJ+lvclsbndiESirkl '
V ::v hpts=makrefV- '-Vv
; call ggnml(Seed7npts  ^temp)
■ I=I-- . -V 'VV-V
do SO m=l,maxref/.;-:-V'  VV V  V
xmap(i, j, m) =theta (I) *xmap(i-l, j7m) +
+ theta (2) *xmap (i, j-1, m) + ;v v
+ theta(3)*xmep(i-lfj-lyin) +
'+V , sqrt(spavar)*temp(I)
: 1=1+1, V  ■ :V . V V V  ' V/''.,/V'i:VV^;-'V'VV:;-;', Vv
• continue ,V Vv V -/V-,.,-V-V / ■continue V- ■ -//V , ‘V
Transform data and scale to decimal from percentages %
do 90 j=clsbnd(2,k),clsbnd(4,k) 
do 90 i=clsbnd(l,k),clsbnd(3,k) 
do 100 m=l,maxref 
refmap(i, j,m)=0.0 
dp 110 i-mineigrmaxref ; ;
, refmap(i7 j, m)=ref map(i, jrm)+a (m,I) *xmap(i,j7I)
■V.V ;continue . .: . VV- 'V-Vv"--'refmap(i, g, m) = (remean (k,m)+refmap(i, j,m) )/100.0 
continue V 
continue
V continue:;'.V V V/; /V -V,-,-V-. - ■ ■; ^ v - v-V v v; V
V- return , : ■-. Vv' ■ .'V -V ;




































C G E N  A T M
Compute spectral radiances for direct and atmospheric path 
This is the "simple” atmospheric model taken form work by 
E. Maralet, "The Relationship of Sensor Parameters to Applications 
Data Analysis," Masters Thesis, Purdue University, August 1982.
The variable "metrng" is used as an index here for the 8 possible 
ranges shown below.
metrng - I 
metrng = 2 
metrng = 3 
metrng = 4 
metrng = 5 
metrng = 6 








-> IQ Km 
-> 13 Km
Variables, defined in GENSCN and the following:
atmref - assumed value of reflectance of atmosphere 
opthik - matrix of optical thickness values 
solrad terrestrial solar spectral irradiance 
tauext - optical thickness iised in current simulation 
irans - transmittance of atmosphere (upwards)
subroutine genatm(dirrad,metrng,pthO,pthl,thsun, thvew) 






open (unit=10, file=1 seatin') 
rewind(10)
read(10,101)(solrad(i),i=l,maxdim) 




by linearly interpolating optical thickness 
and computing spectral radiances
do 20 1=1,maxdim
tauext=((opthik(2,metrng)-opthik(I,metrng))/(maxdim-1)) 
+ * (1-1) +opthik (I,metrng;)
trans=exp(-1.O*tauext/cos(pi*thvew/180.0))











c * ******************  * * *************** *.* ****************************  * * * 
CC G E N L O W
C- '
c Generates atmospheric quantities according to LOWTRAN 7
c atmospheric model
c
c Variables include those defined in GENSCN and the following
c ANGLE - LOWTRAN observer zenith angle
c D V -  LOWTRAN incremental wavenumber
c GNDALT - LOWTRAN ground altitude
c Hl - LOWTRAN initial altitude
c H2 - LOWTRAN final altitude
c ICLD - LOWTRAN cirrus cloud parameter
c ICSTL - LOWTRAN ocean, parameter
c IEMSCT - LOWTRAN execution mode parameter -
c IHAZE - LOWTRAN atmospheric haze parameter
c I M -  LOWTRAN radiosonde parameter
c IMULT - LOWTRAN multiple scattering parameter
c . IPARM - LOWTRAN geometry controlling parameter
c IPH - LOWTRAN aerosol phase function parameter
G IRPT - LOWTRAN repit it ion., parameter
c ISEASN - LOWTRAN season parameter (0=default)
G ITYPE - LOWTRAN atmospheric path parameter
c IVSA - LOWTRAN vertical structure algorithm parameter
c .IVULCN - LOWTRAN volcanic activity parameter
c Ml - LOWTRAN altitude profile parameter
G M2 - LOWTRAN altitude profile parameter
c M3 - LOWTRAN altitude profile parameter
c M4 - LOWTRAN altitude profile parameter
c M5 - LOWTRAN altitude profile parameter
c MG . - LOWTRAN altitude profile parameter
c MODEL - LOWTRAN model parameter
c NOPRT - LOWTRAN normal operation parameter (l=suppress)
c PARMl - LOWTRAN azimuthal angle between observer and sun
c PARM2 - LOWTRAN sun’s zenith angle
c RAINRT - LOWTRAN rain rate parameter .
C SALB - LOWTRAN surface albedo
c V l -  LOWTRAN initial wavenumber
c V2 - LOWTRAN final wavenumber
c VIS - LOWTRAN surface meteorological range (in km)
c
c Subroutines called:
c conlow - converts LOWTRAN output to units of per Wavelength
c








real difconfdirrad (maxdim) 
real duml f dum2 f dum3 
real factor













set up general default parametersmodify surface albedo to 0.0 to correct path radiance effects 
MODEL=6if(altsen.ge.maxalt) altsen=maxalt
IMULT=O: : --.yya y y y :.
mi=o -''VVr . Y a ;v--■:'■■■ Y ;y y y y y YYy VY Y Y





IM=O - v;-.-' YYY' Y a Y : .Y Ya';v;a.Y Y V.---"'.-''VNOPRT=I
SALB=O . 00 V Y-/'/Y Y-Y--Y!if(attype.eq.'clear') IHAZE=O 
if(attype.eq.'rural') ■ IHAZE=I 
if (attype^ eq. 'urban ' ) IHAZE=S , /,/Y:- 
: ISEASN=O
IVulcn=O y y YY
Icstl=I YY I:'-. :Y'YaaYaYYY-; -ICLD=O y y
IVSA=O aY aY.YY/ :,Y/YY AYY'.' / Y- ^ Y'Y'Y.VIS=fIoat (metrng) ' T ■ Y
RAINRT=O. 0 A
GNDALT=O. 0 ' A- -
ISOURC=O aYYY.-aY :
Open INPUT file for LOWTRAN call V
open (unit=10, file='TAPE5') / Y" ;
V rewind(10)set up direct radiance call
ITYPE=3
IEMSCT=3
■ Hl=O. 0 . YYY-Y- aA.,--Y/- - Y Y y  'Y A .Y ANGLE=f loat (thsun) AY Y:/,.A -rA-Y. .
IRPT = I ■ YY ' A-.-.-,: ■Write(10, 110) MODEL, !TYPE, IEMSCT, IMULT,.Ml,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,, .
+ ■ MDEF, IM, NOPRT, SALB
write (10,120) I HAZE, ISEASN, IVULCN, ICSTL, ICLD, IVSA, VIS, -- 




set up transmittance call
ITYPE=2 YY-a/a, Y.Y a-'/a-'Y
IEMSCT=O c a/ 'WYYYA: .YaV'Y
hi=o.o Y Y : Y.-' _Y -H2=altsen - 
ANGLE=fIoat (thvew) .'








write (Ifflf IlO)MODEL,ITYPE,IEMSCT,IMULT,Ml,M2,M3,M4,M5, M6,












































































read direct irradiancG/ Ski^ first 11 lines
do 10 i-1,11 
read(ll, *) 
continue







do 40 i=l,maxnum ;:'
. - read (T l* 501)duml,radicm (i)
' continue
factor=! . 0 ,,
call ^conlow (factor, radicm> trans)
read pafh: radiance for albedo-0.0
do 70 i=i, 1 2
■ read(ll, *) ' f ' - vV '
/;.’';.Gontihud-"'-i.'- 
do 80 I=Iymaxrlum




read path radiance for albedo=!.0
do 82 I=If 12 :
read* 11, *) . ; -V--.
continue-' ^
do 84 i=l,maxnum
read (11,502 ) duml, dum2, dum3, radicm (I) ;/
V.., r continue , ,
factor=1000.0
: call cohlow (factor, radicm,pthl): ;
computei total surface irradiance
fmet=exp(-0.656^ (ViS) )/.';.




totrad(i) =solrad(i) /exp(-1...O^ cJifcph*text)
continue \-I, \ ' V:-';
combine solar irradiance, atm irradiance/ and trans into dirrad





H O  format (13i5,8x,f7.2)
120 format(615,f10.3,20x,2f10.3)






























c O N L  O w . VV ■ V\Vv: V,-
Subroutine to convert LOWTRAN output from per inverse CM i 
to per microns. Averages over appropriate intervals.
Conversion factor is wavenumber/wavelength.
Also converts Watts to milliwatts for radiances.
VafIabies include:;vV' count - running tally of wavenumbers in wavelength interval 
: ' factor/^ multiplicative;factor ^ecessary for .conversion ; ^
incm Y input array of LOWTRAN output 
outum - output array in XXXX/microns-XXXX 
wavleh - current wavelength 
wavnum - average wavenumber over interval
subroutine conlow(factor,Incrhf outum)/ 
real hinum, hiwavefincnum,IncwavfIonumrIowav
.parameter (const-10000 .,Or hinum=25000 . Of hiwave=2.40fincnum=20 . Of 
-Mncwav=O . 01 f lbnum=4160 . OfIowav=O . 40f maxdim=2 01f Itiaxnum=I043) \
integer count
real f act or, incm (maxnum) , outUm (maxdim) 
real wavlenfwavnum ;
do 10 i=l/maxdim >
. outum(i) =0.0 •. 
continue ;
if(factdr.eq^ivO) then 
do -2O i=Ifmaxdim 
Count=O
; do 30 , j=maxnumf l , -I , ■ \ ■
: if(((const/(float(j+1) *incnum+lonum) )+0.001).It.
+ .vV-:: (float (i-l> Mnewav+lowav) ) goto 30 .
if ( (const / (float (j-1) Mncnum+lonum) ) .gt. (float'd).*
+ incwav+lowav))goto 40 •./;














(float (i-1) *incwav+lowav) ) goto 60
if((const/(float(j-1)Mncnum+lonum)) . gt. (float (i)* 
incwav+lowav))goto 70 
outum (I) -.Wqutum(i) +incm(j) 
count^count+1-
wavnum=wavnum+(float ( j-1) *incnum+lohuni) :+^ 
continue
outum(i)=Iactpr* (outum(i)/float(count)) : /
Wavnum=Wavnum/float(count) 





c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ********* * * * * * * * * ***********  ^ *  *******^ ^  





























Generate file of high spectral and spatial resolution 
radiances by combing reflectance array and atmospheric effects. 
Writes scene radiance file "scrad".
Variables include those defined in GENSCN and 
avescn - average spectral scene reflectance 
; avevec - average spectral data reflectance 
refsen - vector of scene resolution reflectances 
Viy- refvec vector of data resolution reflectances 
scwave  ^high resolution scene spectral vector
Subroutines called:
interp - interpolate scene reflectance form 60 dim FSS 
to 201 dimensions
; subroutine genrad(dirrad,maxcolfmaxrow,numcls,pthO, pthl,
+refmap) r "
parameter(maxcls=4, maxdim=2 01,maxref=60,maxx=l00,maxy=l0 0)
. integer maxcol,maxrow; 
integer numcls
integer ucreat,uclose,uwrite,fd,err 
real; avescn (maxdim), avevec (maxref) 
real dirrad (maxdim) , pthO (maxdim)>pthl (maxdim) 
real refmap (maxx, maxy, max.ref) , ref sen-(maxdim) 
real refvec(maxref) ■
real sewave(maxdim) ;
: open scene radiance file
fd=ucreat(,scrad,/384)
Compute-average spectral reflectance all across;scene;  ^ ;
do 10 I=Ifmaxref .■
: avevec (I') =0.0 ■ ■ -r . ■
do 20 j.=l,maxrow 
do 20 i=lfmaxcol
avevec (I). =avevec (I) + re fmap (i, j /1)
■••■..continue. .
avevec (I) =avevec (I) / float (maxrow*maxcol) 
v i continue: : " \
call interp(avescn,avevec)
Compute spectral radiance at sensor for simulated scene
do .30 j=I7maxrow 
; do 40 i=l,maxcol
do '50 -Iflfmaxref . V
refvec•(•!) =ref:maP (if jri)continue
call interp(refsen,refvec)



































I N T E R P  V'-V-'+'
Interpolate entries in reflectance vector at resolution of 
LARSPEC FSS database (60 bands, 0.4-2y4) to resolutioh used 
by simulation program (201 bands, 0,4-2,4)
V a r i a b l e s  include:
r e f sen - output array of 201 scene wavelengths 
refvee - input array of 60 scene wavelengths
Subroutine interp(refsen, refvee.) -J/'
parameter(maxdim=201,maxref=60)
real refsen(maxdim),refvee(maxref)
Do d i r e c t  placements first 
r e f s c n (I)=refvec(I)
. do io i=2,8 ;■ ;
refscn (2*i) =refvec (i)' ■
do 20 i=9,11 vV'"
/ refscn(2*1+1)=refyeC(i):
' do 30 1=12,13 " /'-'V---'/:-.-'-'
ref sen (2*i+2)-refvee (I) •'
do; 40 i==14,18 
I  \ refscn(2*i+3)=refvec(i)





refscn (75) =refyec (35); 
refscn+80)^refvec(36) 
do 62 i=^37*60








U-C. — U / ,  U V
refscn(5*(i—3 7)+84)-refvee(i)
Next interpolate simply
do 70 i-1,7 . ■ ■'■ i 'ref scn (2*i+l) =0.5*'(refvec (i j +refvec.(i+l) ) 
do 801=8,11ref scn (2*1+2)=0,3*(refvee(i)+refvee(i+1))
refscn(27)=0.5*(refvee(12)+refvee(13))
do 90 1=13,17 ' = I
, refscn (2*1+4) ==0.5* (refvee (i) +refvee (i+1)) 
do 100 1 = 1 9 , 2 7 ; , , -.ll
refscn(2*1+3)=0.5*(refvee(i)+refvee(i+1)) 
refscn(61)=0.5*(refvee(29)+refvee(30)) 
do H O  i=30,33
refscn(2*1+4)=0.5*(refvee(i)+refvee(i+1)) 
refscn(73)=0.5*(refvee(34)+refvee(35)) 
refscn (77)-I. 5* (refvee (-35) +refvee (36)) 
















do 120 i=72,78,2 
120 refsen(I) =0.5*(refsen(1-1)+refsen(i+1))
ref sen (81)=0.5* (refscn (80) +refscn;(82) ) 
refsen(83)=0.5*(refsen(82)+refsen(84)) 
do 125 1=86,92,2
125 ref sen (i) =0.5* (ref sen (1-1) +ref sen(i+1))
do 130 1=110,195,5
130 refscn(i)=0.5*(refscn(1-1)+refsen(1+1))
oc Now interpolate interpolations of the Interpoiations
e •
refsen(79)=0.5*(refscn(78)+refscn(80)) 


















refsen(145)=refsen (14 4) 
refscn(157)=refsen(159) 
































































A P P  S E  N
Compute remotely sensed image from simulated scene file using
desired sensor parameters.
Variables used:
abscal - vector of absolute calibration error in detectors
absfac - absolute calibration error factor
altsen - altitude of sensor
fslevl - full scale radiance or electrons
fagain -multiplicative gain factor for full scale level
drkfac - dark level factor
drklev - dark level in detector
ifsmpx - IFOV sampling interval across scan
ifsmpy -IFOV sampling interval down track
image - image after sensor has been applied
imxnum - number of pixels across image
imynum - number of pixels down image
lsfcon - scaling constant for product of LSFs
lsfinc - incremental angle for LSF table
lsfrng - number of angles in LSF table (must be odd)
Isfspx - incremental skip of LSF table across scene
lsfspy- incremental skip of LSF table down scene
Isfx - line spread function across scan
Isfy - line spread function down track
maxcol - number of columns in scene
maxfov - maximum number of LSF increments, in table
maxrow - number of rows in scene
numbit - number of bits in A/D conversion
numbnd
pelsze
number of bands in sensor 
ground size of cells in scene 
relfac - multiplicative factor for relcal 
relcal - rel cal error percentage standard deviation 
scxinc - incremental index of scene for across scene sampling 
scxst - starting index of scene for across scene sampling 
for LSFX(maxfov/2+1)
scyinc - incremental index of scene for down scene sampling 
scyst - starting index of scene for down scene sampling 
for LSFY(maxfov/2+1) 
sennme - name of sensor file 
shtcon - shot noise constants :
shtfac - shot ,noise multiplicative factor, 
spcrsp - spectral response function 
sysrsp - optical system response constant 
thrdfc - thermal/read noise multiplicative factor 
thrdlv - thermal/read noise level
Subroutines called.:
perform A/D conversion of pixels and write image file 
change sensor parameter files
adwrit 
chsen
compix - compute indices for image and scene arrays
frmimg - apply spatial and spectral response of sensor
ipwrit - write image parameter file
noisea - add electrical noise




c senin - read in sensor parameters
c senmen - sensor menu
snrcmp - compute sensor signal to noise ratio
subroutine appsen(ans,seed,param,sim) 
c






























C Print sensor menu
C
1 0 call senmen(sel)
C
C If sel =1, go to change parameter file subroutine
C - 2, change sensor type
C = 3, compute sensor signal-to-noise ratio
C = 4, apply sensor










































; if (sel.eq,5) goto . 100 \y 
if(sel.eq.4) continue
Check for existenceofscene file
inquire (file==1scrad1 ,exist=ans) 
if (.not.ans) then
print*,"Scene file does not exist; cannot apply Sensoru 
print* • ll,-
goto 100-' •
y -  ■ endif_ ■." y y  . v’v v  ; v , - ;vv:v y  ,
,Read iii sensor parameters
print*,"Preparing sensor/..u 
-call senin(abscal,absfac/altsen,drkfac,drkiev,fsgain/
+f s Ievl, Ifsrrpx; ifsinpy, Isfinc,Isfrng, Isfx, Isfy, numbit, numbnd, I./ 
+relcal,relfac,shtcon,shtfac,sennme,spcrsp,sysrsp,thrdfc,thrdlv)
Compute indices for scene and LSFs
call ^cornpix Caltsen, if smpx, Ifsmpyr imxnum/imynum, Isfcon, Isf inc, 
+Isfrng,Isfspx,Isfspy,maxcol,maxrow,pelsze,phivew,scxinc,scxst, 
+scyinc;, scyst);: yvvf yV.V-y . I " /y.V;.
Check if necessary to apply line spread functions, or
can just read in scratch file of spatial and spectral response
Parameter 27 is number of bits
if((sim).and.(param.eq.27)) then i i :
inquire (flie=1 nimg1, exist-present); 
if(present) then
print*,uUsing current scratch noisyimage.'..u 
open(unit=31,file=yimg Vform=='unformatted*)
—vy Il v.V" rewind (31) ; ■ -• : ■ - /• I/ yl
I read (31) ( ( (image (i, Ic ,j) v i=l, im ,numbnd) ,.
+ ;yl; V ; : j=l, imynum) yVyvv' I- ' ■ V/ ;v V'.'V-yl.•:-; vVfV.
I'.: : ;'1! ■ goto 30 - ;1 ."/'--V--'. -.'v'I ,
yVyVy;./,/I'. -.-endif 'VV/V V V 'IV.- . y V !  -.V-'-''!' V,-. : v .
endif v . I-V'-'*'-;' I v \
Apply line spread functions and detector response y  
,to; form image. ; ■ ^
Note: Point spread function is assumed to be seperable and 
; is just the product of the lihespread functions. ; ■
print*,"Applying sensor...u
call f rrriimg (fsgain., image, imxnum, i^myhurnrIsfcon, Isfinc, Isf rng, 
+lsfspx,lsfspy,lsfx,lsfy,maxcol,maxrow, j
+numbnd,phivew,scxinc,scxst,scyinc,scyst,spcrsp,sysrsp) j




call noisea (abscal, absf ac, drkfa,c, drklev, image, imxnum, imynum,
+numbnd,relcal,relfac,shtcon,shtfac,seed,thrdfc,thrdlv)
c ’ ' ’ ;c save noisy file of performing repetitive bits simulation
c- if ( (sim).and. (param.eq.27)) then
inquire(file=1nimg1,exist=present) 
if(.not.present) then
open(unit=31,file=1nimg®, form= * unformatted*) 
rewind(31)




cc Convert to digital numbers and write out file
c30 print*, "Performing A/D conversion and writing files...”
call adwrit (f sgain, f slevl, image., imxnum, imynum, numbit,numbnd) 
c
c. Write image parameter file













print*, "I) Review/Modify Sensor1*
print*, "2) Review/Change Sensor Type89
print*, ”3) Compute, Sensor SNRs*
print*, "4) Apply Sensor*1














S E N M E N




sennme - name of sensor type, 







integer Irii a7l s el
G




print*,"The current sensor type is ",sennme 
print*
print,*>.,"!:), Cbange sensor type" 




if (sel . ge .l:. and. sel...lev. 2,. and.mis:, eg. 0;). goto 1.0; 
print*,"Invalid Selection" 
goto 5
10 if (sel,eq:. 2) goto 20 
print*
15 print*, "Enter new. sensor type "
read (5,102;, iostat=mis) sennme 




write (10./1:01).label, sennme 
print*








c - ' / /v : / ■. V' ■ "V / i --V +/. ■; /■ : //'/.;•: C.-'-;"-.' ------.
S N R  C M P



































I This subroutine computes the signal-to-noise ratio for a 
given surfacb Class7 atmospheref and sensor configuration.
NOTE: Uses Gaussian assumption of sensor PSF in computation
of power SNR. Measured PSF would result in higher PSNR.
. Alsoy IMSL version 10.0 of erfc() function 
has been used. Version 9.0 routine Gould not be located.
Variables defined in GENSCN7 APPSENf and the following:
/ /: af b ' - spatial parameters  ^
drkbnd - dark level in band: 
dirbnd -direct level in band 
dircmb - direct level of combined features 
dirfea - direct level in a feature 
nsebnd - noise level in band • 
nsecmb - noise level in combined features 
nsefea - noise level in a feature 
. pthbnd - path radiance level in band • 
pwrbnd - signal power in. a band 
pwrcmb - signal power of combined features 
pwrfea signal power in a feature ; 
relbnd; - +relative calibration error in band 
roxf roy ■?- sqrt (2) *sensor radius in scene cells 
■ snrpwr -^power snr ; •" ■
snrvol - voltage snr . * //./
ws / - spatial: weighting function :/ ,; : ' '
Subroutines called:
' genatm - generate simple atmospheric, effects 
genlow - generate atmospheric effects using LQWTRAN 7; 
scpin - read scene parameter file 
scsin - read scene, reflectance statistics '
Seui:n-;.,-:^ :read'--sen-sor parameters
subroutine/ s nfcmp
'■' reaL Incwavf Iowave; \
parameter (incwav= O . Ol f Ipwave=O . 4ymaxbnd=201 f maxcls=4 f maxdim==2017 
+Itiaxfea=IGf maxfov=617 maxref:— GQ7 mbound-4)
Gharacter*! Zbndcmpf reftyp
character*10 atmodef attypefclsnam(maxcls)f sennme;
; . character*10 Scnamef surmod ; , +
character*2-4-.label: • '■ ;/■'.//:- ; •'/'•;
; integer bndedg(2fmaxfea)
integer Clsfelsbnd(mboundfmaxcls); . v 
-integer .'lsfrng • 
integer maxcolf maxr,owf metrng 
integer nurnbit, Uumbndf numclSf numfea.; , /
integerpelszefphisunfphivew/; 
integer .Uhsun7Uhvew ' /
real af bf abscal (rnaxbnd),absfacf albedo 
/real altsen
real difconydrkbrid7drkfac/drklev(maxbnd) . 
real dirbndfdircmbfdirfeafdirrad(maxdim)
real fagain,fslevl(maxbnd);











real snrpcm, snrvcm, snrp.wr (maxbnd) rsnrvoi (maxbnd)








Read in sensor parameters
print*,"Reading in sensor parameters..."
call senin(abscal,absfac,altsen,drkfac,drklev,fsgain,
+fSlevlf ifSmpxf ifSmpyfIsfincfIsfrngfIsfxfIsfyf numbit,numbnd, 
-frelcal, relfac,shtcon, shtfae,sennme,spcrsp,sysrsp,thrdfe,thrdlv)
Prompt for reflectance to use
print*, "Computing SNR for sensor 1 ,sennme
print*,"Would you like to use the scene reflectance (s), or” 
print*,"a fixed albedo (a)?" 
read(5,1(al)1)reftyp 
if(reftyp.eq.1s1) then
print*,"Enter class number to use for reflectance" 
read(5,*)cls
else
print*,"Enter desired albedo" 
read (5,, *) albedo 
endif
Ask about band compression if HIRIS sensor 
bndcmp=^1
if(numbnd.It.maxbnd) goto 5
print*,"Do you want to use spectral band compression?(y or n) -V 
read(5,1 (al)1Jbndcmp 
if(bndcmp.eq.1y 5) then




























call SCpin(a11sen,a tmode, attypef c IsbndfClshainfdifconf 
+makcol^maxrow,metrng,riumcis/pelsze,phisUnf phivew fscname,
+spavarf Surmddftheta;thsunfthvew)
: if(reftyp.eq.' s') then
call scsin(clsnam,clsf remeanfrecov)
Compute spatial weight and modify spectral covariance 
assuming Gaussian PSF
a => -I. O*alog (theta (I) )
> b = -I.O*alog(theta(2))
tempx = sqrt (2.0) * (<0.5*ifs^x*altBen)/float (pelsze) ) 
tempy" = sqft (2,0) * ( (0.5*if smpy* alt sen I/float (pelsze)//
....I/ tempy ;■=/ tdrnpy/cos (float (thvew))
XOX=COs (float (phi vew) ) * tempx+sin (float (phivew) ) *tempy 
roy=-l. 0*sin (float (phivew) ) *tempx+cos (float: (phivew))*tempy 
temp=4.0*exp(((a*a+b*b)/2.0)*rox*roy); 
ws=t emp* 0.5 *e r f c ( (a * r ox) / sqrt (2.0)) * t>/lt:/; ■'
;+• 0 . S*erfc ( (b*roy)/sqrt (2.0)) /' / '  -t/'/*''-
do 6 I=Ifmaxdlm t-:
do'-6;vm=lymaxdim: ■ .-'■/■ ./- : : \ ./.t /" ;/'■■'■/
recov CclsfIf m) =ws*reco.v (cls.f l/:m) ^ ;
V continue ■•<■■■/ .'/'t v ’
 ^ endif . ' ■ ■ ■
Gompute atmosphere effects ;/:/.'; ,■/;/■'
;print^; "Computing atmosphere effects.v." -./I
if(atmode.eq.1 simple1) call genatm (dirradfmetrngf 
+pth0fpthlfthsunfthvew)
if (atmode. eq .'■■■' lowtran\ )ca 11 genlow (altSenf attypef dif conf 
+dirradf met rng> phis un f phivewfpthOfpthl,thsun f thvew)
Compute quantization error/
do 8 k=lf numbnd
qntlev (k) = (f slevl.(k) / (fsgain* (2.0**numbit-l) ) ) /sqrt (12.0) 
continue //•;. " •/•"' ^ ;/'//■
Branch depending on spectral compression or not
if(bndcmp.eq.1 n') then
Compute snr by applying spectral response and looping around 
appropriately for sensor type
do 10 k=l f numbnd -■■■ •
Check for sensor type and branch appropriately
'v - /if (numbnd,,eqvmaxbnd) then /; ^
HIRIS sensor




pwrbnd-(recov(els,k,k)/10000.0)‘* temp* t emp 
pthbnd-Spcrsp (k, k) * (pthO (k) +







if ( ref typ. eq. 1 S 1) pwrbnd-pwrbnd*incwav* sys rsp*
(Iowave+ (k-1) *inewav), *incwav* sySrsp*
(lowave+ (k-1.) *indw;av)
pthbnd-pthbnd* inewav*sy srsp*(Iowave+(k-1)*inewav) 
signa:l==dirbnd*f sgain* (1.0+absf ac*abscaL (k) ) 
if (reftyp. eq. 1 s 1 ) pwrbnd=pwrbnd*>fsgain* f sgain*
(I.. 0+absfac*abscal(k) ) * (1.0+absf ac*abscal (k) ) 








do 15 1=1 ,.max dim
temp=spdrSp Clyk)*dirrad(l)*inewav '
if (reftyp.equ 1Sr) then
dirbnd-dirbnd+(remean(dls, I)/100.0)*temp 
. pthbnd=pthbnd+Spc:rsp (I, k) *incwav* (pthO (I) +
+ (pthl(I)—pthO(I))*(remean(olsv I)/100.0))
do 17 m=lrmaxdim .















c Compute noise for band
c
drkbnd-drkfac*drklev(k)














if(snrvol (k).It.-100.00) snrvol(k)= -100.0 
10 continue
c
c Write results to screen and file
c
open(unit=ll,file=1snrvol1) 
rewind(11)write(6,106)"The resulting voltage SNR (in dB) for ",sennme 
write(11,106)"The resulting voltage SNR (in dB) for ", sennme 
write(6,102)"The reflectance type was ",reftyp 




write (12,106),"The resulting power SNR (in dB) for ", sennme
write(12,102)"The reflectance type was ",reftyp
write(6,103)"The class name was ",clsnam (cls)
write(11,103)"The class name was ",clsnam(cls)





write(6,104)"The albedo was ",albedo, 







c begin compression snr
C -v.;'.'
else








c Compute SNR of features separately
c























pw.rbnd=pwrbnd* (incwav*sysrsp* (lowave+ -(1-1 j *inCwav) )
+ * (incwav*sysr.sp*(lowave+(m-1)*incwav))





pt,hbnd=spcxsp (I, I) * (pthO (I) +albedo* (pthl (I) -pthO (I) ) ) 
endifdirbnd=dirbnd*incwav*sysrsp*(lowave+(1-1)*inowav) 
dirbnd=dirbnd*(I.0+absfac*abscal(k)) 
dirfea=di.rf ea+f sgain*dirbnd v
pthbn.d-pthbnd*f sgain*incwav*sysrsp* (lowave+ (1—1) *inowav) 
ptbbnd=pthbnd*(I.0+absfaG*abscal(k)) 
drkbnd=drkf .ae*drklev (I) 
signal=+sgain*di,rbnd









if(snrvol(k).It.-100.00) snrvdl(k)= -100.0 
if (snrpwr (k.) ,It.-100.00) snrpwr(k)= -100.0 
continue










do 65 j=l,numfea 






























if(reftyp.eq.V V snrpcm=10.0*alogl0(pwrcmb/nsecmb) 
if(snrvcm.It.-100.00) snrvcm= -100.0 
if(snrpcm.lt.-100.00) snrpcm= -100.0 
c




write(6/106)nThe resulting voltage SNR (in dB) for "7 sennme 
write(Ilf106)nThe resulting voltage SNR (in dB) for ",sennme 
■write(6,102)nThe reflectance type was nfreftyp 




write(12f106)nThe resulting power SNR (in dB) for ”fsennme
write (12f102)nThe reflectance type was nfreftyp
write (6f103)nThe class name was nfclsnam(cls)
write (ll f 103) nThe class name was lVf clsnam (cls)
write (12fl03)nThe class name was "fclsnam(cls)
write(6f108)nThe combined feature power SNR was nfsnrpcm
write(6f108)nThe combined feature voltage SNR was"fsnrvcm
write (llf108)nThe combined feature voltage SNR Was1Vsnrvcm
write (12f108)nThe combined feature power SNR was ",snrpcm




write (6,104) nThe albedo was nfal.bedo 















107 format (a24, i4,i4)






C S E N I N
C .c Read in sensor parameters and response function tables,
c The channel dependent parameters are first read into
c temporary arrays to allow uniformity between HIRIS and Lo-Dim
c sensor parameter files.
c '
c Note: Changes in the sensor parameter file also require changes
c in subroutine CHSEN.
cc Variables include those defined in APPSEN and the following:
cc irind - detector array index for HIRIS sensor
c maxdet - maximum number of detector arrays or Lo-Dim sensor bands
c numdet - number of detector arrays
tempch - char*l for tab separating spectral response columns 
tmpabs - temporary absolute calibration error array 
c tmpdrk - temporary dark current level array
c tmpfsl - temporary full scale level array
c tmprel - temporary relative calibration error array
c tmpsht - temporary shot noise constant array
c tmptrd - temporary thermal/read noise array
c • ' §subroutine senin(abscal,absfac,altsen,drkfac,drklev,fsgain, 
+fslevl,ifsmpx,ifsmpy,lsfinc,lsfrng,lsfx,Isfy^nuinbitfUumbnd, 
+relcal,relfac,shtcon,shtfac,sennme,spcrsp,sysrsp, thrdfc,thrdlv) 














real tmpabs (ma.xdet) , tmpdrk (maxdet) , tmpfsl (maxdet) 
real tmprel (maxdet) ., tmpsht (maxdet ) , tmpspc (maxdim, maxdet) 
real tmptrd(maxdet) 
c







c read sensor parameters
open(unit=10,file=sennme)




r^ad (IOy IOiJ la^el7 Senlab
read (10, 102) label, numbnd-
read(10y 102) Iabel7 numdet
read(IO7103)label7sysrsp
read (I O 710 4) Iabe1, (tmpf sI (i) 7 i-1,numdet)
read(10 ^ 105)Iabel7fsgain
read(IO 7106)label, (tmpdfk(i) , 1=17 numdet)
:read(IO7105)iabel,drkfac 
read(IO7115)Iabel7 (tmpsht(I)7i-l>numdeb)
/read(107105) Iabel7 shtfac 
r^'d(l#7104|labei7(tm|>trd<i0>l‘#l7.-nxirad^'i&;)- 
read (IO710$) label, thrdfc. 
read(10,107) label, (tmprel (I) 7 i-i, numdet) 
read(IO7105)label,relfac 
readdO7107) label,(tmpabs (I) ,1=1 ,numdet) 
read (IO 7105) label,absfac 
read (IO7102) Iabel, riurribit 










do 2 0 i=l,lsfrng .
read (10,113)Isfy (I) . \
20 continue
do 30 i=l,maxdim
read (10,114)label, (tempch,tmpspc(i,j),j=I 7 numdet) 
30 continue
c ' . .
c Copy into proper arrays based on sensor dimension
c . '
if (niimbnd. eq.maxbnd) then 
c
c Must be HlRIS sensor
c
do 40 1=1,rnaxbnd .





thrdlv (i ) =Imptrd (Irind) 
relcal (I)=tmprel(irind) 
abscal(I)=tmpabs(irind) 

































114. format(a24,16;:(al/f 7 .A) )
115 format (a:24, 1,6f8.4)
• end '
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C O M P  I X
Compute required indices for applying LSFs to scene file
Variables used are defined in. APPSEN and the following:
gndszx - across scan ground size in meters of LSF step angle
gndszy - along track ground size in meters of LSF step angle
xgndsz - across scan ground size of scene cell
ygndsz - along track ground size of. scene cell
xsmpin - across scene sampling interval in meters
ysmpin — down scene sampling interval in meters
NOTE: lsfcon is area of ground scene cell divided
by the ground area of the Isf's step angle. This division 









integer pelsze, phiyewr tempr tmpbnd.(4rmaxcls)
integer scxinc,scxst,scyinc,scyst,thvew
real altsen, gndszer gndszxr gndszyrIsfconrIsfincr ifsmpxrifsmpy 
real tempxrtempy
real xgndsz,ygndsz,xsmpinrysmpin



















Gc compute across and down scene sampling intervals




















tempy==altsen* tan (Ifsmpy)/cos(float(thvew)*pi/180.0) :;\-
xsmpin-abs(tempx*cos(float(phivew)*pi/180.0)t 
4- tempy*sin (float (phivew)*pi/180.0) )
ysmpin=abs(tempx*(-1.0)*sin(float(phivew)*pi/180.0)+ ■ :
+ -tempy^cos(float(phivew)^pi/180.0))
leave ground size pixels as defined in scene parameter file
xgndsz=float(pelsze) 
ygndsz=fIoat(pelsze)
compute indices of scene for LSF sampling 
across scene ' / ;
sexihc=nint (xsmpih/fIoat(xgndsz)) 
if(scxinc.eq.0) scxinc=l . ■
imxnum=int (maxcol/scxinc)
SCXSt=Int((maxcoi-imxnum* scxinc)/2) 
scxst=scxst+nint (float (scxinc) /2 .) v.
.. -down scene'
sbyinc=hint(ySmpin/fIoat(ygndsz)) . ;■
if (scyinc.eq.Q) Scyinc=I r
. imynum=int (maxrow/scyinc) 
scyst-int( (maxrow-imynum*scyinc) /2) 
scyst=scysttnint (float (scyinc)/2.. )
compute: LSF1 skip factor and 
transform for view azimuth
gndsze^altsenttari(Isfinc) •
scale lsf ground pixel size correctly
t empx=fIoat (gnds z e) -
tempy=fIoat(gndsze)/cos(float(thvew)*pi/180.0) 
gnds zx=abs(tempx * c o s(fIoat(phivew)*pi/180.0) t 
; : ; tempy * sin;(float (phivew)*pi/180.0))
gnds zy=ab s (tempx * (-1.0) *- sin(float (phivew) *pi/180 . OXt 




















C F R M  I M G
Cc Form remotely sensed image by applying point spread function
c and detector response,
c 
cc Variables defined in .APPSEN and the following:
c himage - high spatial resolution image after detector response
c has been applied but before spatial psf
c incwav - incremental wavelength of high resolution data
c Isfmxx - maximum offset from center of Isfx
c Isfmxy - maximum offset from center of Isfy
c lsfmid - index of center of Isfx and Isfy
c lsfmnx - minimum offset from center of Isfx
c lsfmny - minimum offset from center of Isfy
c Ixnrm - sum of Isfx coefficients
c lynrm - sum of Isy coefficients
c simage - high spectral,spatial resolution scene arry
c scxcen - center index of across scene
c scycen - center index of down, scene
c scxend - ending index across scene
c scyend - ending index down scene
c sum temporary vector used in summations







+maxx=l 00,maxy=l.O-0, mxicol=l 0 0, mxirow=l 0 0, pi=3.141592) 


















c read scene file
c
c Use unix file read functions
print*,"Reading Scene File ..."























fCi=UOpen (1 scradV, 2) 
do 10 j=l/itiaxrow 
do 15 i=l,maxeol .




apply spectral response and convert from spectral 
radiance to just plain radiance
piint*/”App spectral response -" ;;
check ;for ttIRIS sensor, , and just convert to electrons;
If (numfend.eq.max^ then ^- / - ^
• do 17 J=IrInaxrow .
do 17 I=l,maxcoi /•". "--/.V- .
do I9 1=1,rnaxbnd
himage(i,Irj)=spcrsp (IrI)*ihcwav*simage (1/1/j)*
f sgain*sysrsp* (lowave+ (1-1)*Inewav) 
continue ' ■ . - :
.continue •
otherwise integrate spectral radiance fo radiance for Lo-Dim
else 1 ■' '
do 20 k=l,numbnd.,
do 30 . j=l/maxrow ; ; •.
I'do 30 i f l /maxcol 
■ ' ‘ Sumspc=O .0
. do 40 1=1/maxdirn
sumspc-sumspc+spcrsp(I,k)*simage <1/i>j)










; isfmid=nint(float (Isfrng)/2. )
Isfmnx=Int((lsfmid-lsfrng)/lsfspx)*lsfspx
Is fmny=int ( (Is fmid—I s f rng) / I s f spy) +1 sf spy -
Isfmxx=Int((Isfrng-Isfmid)Vlsfspx)*lsfspx 
Isfmxy=Int((Isfxng-Isfmid)/lsfspy)*lsfspy
; find normal!zing/factor for l5f's. .
Ixnrm=O . 0 .
Iynrm=O.0 . ;
do 45 1=1/1 sfrng ■ v-; w ■ ;























print*f"Applying spatial response...” 
n=l
do 60 j=scystfscyend,scyinc 
m= I
do 70 i=scxst, Scxendfscxinc 
. do. 75 k-1 f numbnd 
sum(k)=0.0 
continue
do 80 V=Isfmny7IsfrnxyfIsfspy 
do 80 U-IsfmnxfIsfmxxfIsfspx 
z-j+nint(float(v/lsfspy)) 
w=i+nlnt(float(u/lsfspx))
transform scene coordinates to correct for view azimuth
wp-w^scxcen
zp=scycen-z




check to make sure in range of scene file; also 







+ himage (wf kf z)
continue 
continue









































N O i  s E A ?:;/
Add noise to real image.
Note: Currently set up for constant relative calibration error 
. ,down-' columns of image to. model pushbroom scanner e r r o r s .
Variables defined in APPSEN and the following 
n t o t  - total number of pixels in image
pelnse temporary variable used in adding noise to pixel 
relvec - vector of random numbers for rel cal. error 
shtveo - vector, of random- numbers used for shot noise 
thrvec - vector of random numbers used for.thermal noise
-Subroutines called: ^
ggnml - IMSL Gaussian random number generator 
ggubs 't. IMSL Uniform random number generator
subroutine noisea(abscal,absfac/drkfacrdfklev,image,imxnum, 
^imynumr numb.nd, re I cal , relfac,shtcon,shtfac,seed, thrdf c, thrdlv)
parameter(maxbnd=2gIfmxicol=l00,mxirow=10O)
-double precision seed 
integer imxnum,imynum,ntot,humbnd ; 
real abscal(maxbnd),absfac 
real drkfac,drklev (maxbnd) '
real image(mxicol,maxbnd,mxirow) 
real pelnse
;real relcal (maxbnd)/;relf ac 
; reaL relvec (mxicol*mxirow) ■’
; real shtcon (maxbnd) ,"shtfac.; .
real sht.vec (mxicol*mxirow) I , ,
real thrvec(mxicol^mxirow)
real thrdfc,thrdlv(maxbnd)
compute total points needed in random number generators. ; 
ntot=imxnum*imynum
Loop for, all ; bands . / . ■
do 10 k=l,numbnd
, compute noise and add
if (s-iltfac.ne.0.0) call ggnml (seed,ntot,shtvec)
: if(thrdfc.ne.0.0) call ggnml(seed,ntot,thrvec)
if(relfac.ne.0.0) call ggubs(seed,imxnum,relvec)
■ m=l . / \
. do 20 j-lrimynum 
do 20 i=l,imxnum
add absolute calibration error
80
image(i,k,j)=image(i, k, j) * (I •0+absfac*abscal(k)) 
c
C add dark current level,
c image (i, k, j)=image.(i, k> j )+drkfac*drkl.ev (k)
e ..




pein.se^shtvec (m).*sht.fac*:Shtcon (k) *sqrt (image (i, k, j.) )
image (i, k, j) =imag.e (i, k, j)+pelnse . '
endif
C:




image(i, k, j)=image(i,k,j) +pelnse. 
endif 
c
c. add relative calibration error - add same error down columns
c
if(relfac.ne.0.C) then
pel.nse^ .(.relvee (i)-d. 5) *2.0*reifae*relcal (k) *











c . .-:: Y ; Y / -.V, V.'
C A D W R  I T
Convert radiances to digital numbers and write out














Variables are defined in APPSEN and the following: 
Y dn — digital number value of pixel
' subroutine adwrit (fsgain,fslevl  ^image, imxnum, imyrium, _;Y YvYY\ 
inurnbit, numbnd) ..
parameter(maxbnd=2 01,mxicol=100,mxirow=10 0) 
integer dn,iline(mxicol) 
integer \imxnum, imynum, numbit/numbnd 
Y integer ucreat,uclose,uwrite,fd,err 
real fsgain,fslevl(maxbndy :
real image(mxlcol,maxbnd,mxirow)
open nSenimgn image file
fd=ucreat(Vsenimg1, 384)
analog to digital number conversion and writing in BIL format
dp 10 j=l,imynum -YYY
do 20 k=irnuinbnd
do 30 I=IfImxnum V
dn=nint ( (image (I,k,j) / (f sgain*f slevl (k) ) ) *
+ (2.0**numbit))
if (dn. ge. Int (2> 0**numbit) ) dn= ( (2,0**nurnbit ) -I) 
if(dn.le.O) dn=0
: ; !line (i)=dn Y,;;:;\-\ . Y
- ... ■■■' ■ continue




■ return Y--Y- ---,V//
bnd' .-Y-Y - , Y\ -Yv- Y - . ■ . -': '
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I; P W R I T
Write out image parameter file;.
Variables defined in APPS EN and the f o I lowing.: 
xgndsz - ground size of pixels across image 
ygndsz - ground size of pixels down image
subroutine ipwrit: ( alt sen, i f smpx, if smpy, imxnurrv imynum, 
+maxcbl*;maxrow;,,numbit:, numbnd, pelsze* sennme)
ctoracter^il);? Scname7 serinme. 
cbaracter^SO label
integer imxnum^imynum^maxcolyriaxrowy numbnd, numbit 
integer pels ze
real ait:sen,ifsmpx,ifsmpyfxgndsz>ygndsz:
Cbmpute^image pixel size in meters.:
xgndsz^(pels:zetmaxcol):/imxnum ; \ 
ygndsz== (pel.s;zetmaxrowl /imynum
Open scene file and .read scene name' ' ■ ■ ' - ■ ■' ' ■
open (unit=! I, file='separ1) 
rewind (11)
read(11 -y I-01.) labelsonarne.
Close(Il)
Open : image: parameter file, and write out .
open:(unit=!27 file= lImgpar1 ) 
rewind(12)
write(12/101)1 Scene used for image 
write:!12,101) 1 Sensor used for image 
write(12,102) 1 Number of columns in image 
write:!12/102) 1 Number of rows in image 
write(12>102) 1 Number of bands in image 
write(12,103)lWidth of image pixels (m) 
write (12,103 ) 1 Heigiit of image pixels (m) 















c***************** *************** * * * * **:'** * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * * *********** 
















































Compute probability of correct classification based on 
classifier parameters.
Variables; used: v --V
cistyp ~ type of classifier selected 
comtyp - type of compression desired
= irSpctrln means transformation compression 
v'VviV = Vbndseln means band subset- selection 
covar - array of class covariances for; training data ; 
covdet - array of determinants far covar 
cbvinv - array of covariance Vinyerse matrices 
imcbnd - image class boundaries 
imtbnd - image training boundaries 
imxnum - number of columns in image, v 
- : imynum - number of rows in image,.
V.V- mean - array of class means for training data 
Vv.-V numblt - number of radiometric bits In,- image .
: ntimbnd number of, bands in image
numcls—  number of classes in scene 
;numcsm number of samples in class
^umfea - number of features to use in spectral feature comp 
numtsm - number of samples in training data per class ■
'■•vvpertm  ^percentage of training samples to be used
probe — probabilities of correct classification for image 
prprob - apribri probabllites of each class 
sc name “■ scene name:'V. I ‘'
V sennrrie; -■ sensor name.,;'; 
sepimg - separability value
sepmes - type of separability measure desired v 
= lVbhatn means Bhattacharyya distance 
V = "trimg" means multlclass: based on. trace of 
product of scatter, matrices
Subroutines called:.
ciswrt - write, out classification results 
Vcpmbsl r compression bdsadcn dombining bands .
CbmspC - compression based on spectral transformation 
cmpbht - compute pairwise average Bhattacharyya distance I 
cmpsep - Gomputemulticiass separability 
cstat - compute image;Clasb statistics
V ml v r maximum likelihood classif ier ;, ;
• V, proin - read in, processing parameter file v
promen - print processing menu
sepwrt - write out separability results Vv .VV
subroutine proirng (ansr numrep, param, sim) .
parameter (maxbnd=2 Ql ,mbound=4, Irixicol==I 0 OVmxirow=I 00, maxcls=4)
. character*! stptyp . . . . V
character*6 cls t y p,comtyp,sepmes ; 
charaCter*10 ScnamerSenhmevclsnme(maxcls);,
■ character*4Svparlbiy.;Vi'V  - . 
double precision covdet(maxcls)
84
integer ehuio.deinteger imebnd(rnbound^maxcls) Yimt;bnd>(rnboundrmaxcls) 
integer irnxnum/imynuiti 
integer numbit, numbnd, numcls 
integer numcsm:(maxcls.) ,.numf ea7 numrep 
integer numtsm (max cl s) 
integer; pararn, per.trn>:sol 
logical ans, prof lg,sim 
real eovar (maxbndvmaxbnd^ maxclis) 
real covinv (maxb.nd, maxbnd, maxcls) 
real/ f inpar (maxbnd) f inipar (maxbnd) 
real mean (maxbnd, maxclsi 
reaf :newparimaxbnd) , oldpar (maxbnd) 




c If: simulation, skip menu
c





cc If sel = I, call processing, parameter file change subroutine
c = 2, process image
c = 3, return to rnain- me;nu.
c
if (sel .eq.l) then 
Chmode=I, 
numrep-0-
call chpro .(chmode,finpar, inipar, n.ewpar, numrep,
+ o.ldpar,.param, parlbl, prof lg, stppar, st.ptyp)
goto: 10 
endif
if(sel.eq.3) goto 100 
if(sel.eq.2) continue 
c













+numbit, numbnd,numcls, numfe.a, pertrn, scname, sennme, sepmes) 
c
c check for compression desired
c. if sof this changes numbnd to numfea and writes comimg
c ' .












if (comtyp.eq.'bndsel') call eombsl (imxnum, imynum, numbitf 
■ numbndfnumfea) ,
read in image; and compute statistics
call cstat(clsnme,ComtypfCoyarfCovdet7Covinvfimebnd,imtbndy 
+imxnum, Imynumf mean, numbit f numbnd, numclsf numcsm, numtsm,
+pertrn,prprob, Scnamef sennme)
check for seperability calculation desired
if (sepmes.eq. 1 bhat 1) then ■ . v/--rcall cmpbht (covar, covdet,mean, numbnd, numclsf prprobf Sepimg) ,
call sepwrt (Clsnmef numcisf HUmcsmf numrepf numtsmf Scnamer .
+ sennmef Sepimgf sepmes)
endif
if(sepmes.eq.'trimg 1) then :
call cmpsep(covar,mean,numbnd, numcls,prprob, sepimg) 
call sepwrt(clsnme,numcls,numcsm, numrep,numtsm,Scnamef 
+ sepmes)
e n d i ; f . : '. • \ /X V;.: ■ : ■ ;; v:V :
classify image
if(clstyp.eq.’maxlik1) then




endif ' ■ ■ /■ ■ " i ■
return
end ' ■ . 7
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c* * * * * * * * * * * * ****** * * * ***,*,*** * ******** * *. * * * ** * ***** ^ ^ ^ ^ f * ' * * . ^ * * ^ ^ * . ^ * *  * *
C P R O M E N
Cc Pxrint processing menu and return selection




print*,"I) Review/Modify Processing" 
print^, "2:i Apply Processing" 
print*,”3) Return to Main Menu"
: print* . I-G.-.5 write(6,*)"Enter selection"
read(5,*,iostat=mis)sel
if(sel.ge.I.and.sel.Ie.3.and.mis.eq.0) goto 10 .
print*, "Invalid selection" -: 
goto 5
10 return
end . . ■ / ..T:
C
c*****w*********************^^



















Read in appropiate parameters for processing and compute
image class and training field boundaries;.
Note: Changes in propar format also require changes in subroutine CHPRO
Variables defined in PROIMG and the following: -
pelsze - ground size of scene: cells 
sccbnd — scene class boundaries 
sctbnd - scene training boundaries 
xgndsz -- width of pixels In image 
' ygndsz - height of pixels in Image ■.
subroutine proin (clsnme, Clstypf Comtypr Imxnuinr Imynumf imcbnd, Imtbhdf 







integer imtbnd (mbound, maxcls)
;:ihteger ImxnumrImynum



















; open image parameter file next







read Cll f 102)label,numbnd 
read (11>105)Iabelfxgndsz 




c open processing parameter file last
c
open (unit-12,. Iiie=lPropar1) 
rewind (12)
read (-12*10 6)llabl> comtyp 
read (12,10 6)llablf sepmes 
read (12,106)Ilablf clstyp 
read;£12*107); llabl f nurncls 
do 10 k—t, numcls
read(12:f 1081 Ilabl f (sctbnd (I f k) f i=l, 4 )
10 cont.inue
read (12;f 107 ) Ilabl f pe rtrn 
read(12f107 )Ilablf numfea 
close (12)
c '■■■ . • :
c compute class and training boundaries in image
c
do IQ kcFl f numcls
imcbnd (I/k)-int (, ( (sccbnd:(lf k) *pelsze.)/xgndsz)+0.9) 
imcbnd(2f k)-int(((sccbnd(2f k)*pelsze)/ygndsz)+0.9) 
imtbnd(I fk)=int(((sctbnd (I fk) *pels ze)/xgndsz)+0.9) 
imtbnd(2f k)-int(((sctbnd(2f k)^pelsze)/ygndsz)+0.9) 
imcbnd (3f.k)=int (float (sccbnd (3f k) *pelsze) /xgndsz+0.01) 











































Compute spectral transform of image and select number 
of features desired. Only possible for image produced by 
HIRIS sensor ;
Variables includd those defined in PRpiMG and the following: 
dn integer number used in conversion process
imagei - integer array of. input/output i m a g e V : 
imager - real array of output image . . ^
trnvec - transformation matrix of eigenvalues in; ascending 
order of columns. ;
subroutine comspc,( imxnum., imynum/humbit, numbndf-numf ea) 
parameter(maxbnd=2 01,mxicol=!OOymxirow=l00) 
integer dn,ilin.e (mxicol) ;:integer imagei(mxicol,maxbrid,mxirpw) 
integerimxnum, irriynum, numbit , humbnd, numfeaihtegei* uopenrureadA uclbsev UCreaty uwritef fd/err V 
real imager,(mxicol,maxbnd.mxirow) ; >
real trhvec(maxbnd, maxbnd). V  /
print*, "Applying spectral compression. .
check for numbnd equal to maxbnd
if (niimbnd. n<i. maxbnd) then
print*,"Number of bands must be equal to ",maxbnd 
',-'"print*-, "Compreasioh hot possible" "
'.goto-'; iOO : y-
: endif I/;;-- -/■ . > \ ' I . ;
read in image file 
;fd=ubpen(1Senimg1,2); ;
' dp 10 j=l,imynum \ ,/ '• ;
do 20 k=l,numbnd
err=uread Cfd/imagei;(l, Jc, j) , 4*imxnum)
continue ■; . . I ■
v-continue . - . •
err=uclpse (fd). V ; : \
iread-in transformation matrix :  ^




read(12,104) (trnvec (m, n) , n=l,maxbnd)
. continue
close(12) ...
 ^transform; image vectors
Note that the transformation vectors are stored in increasing order 
of importance , : ;
90
c
do 40 j=l,imynum 
do 4 0 i=limxnum 
do 50 1-1rnumfea
imager(i, I, j) =0.0 
do 60 k=lf numbnd
imager(i,I,j)=imager(i/1,j)+trnvec(k,maxbnd-1+1) 






c write out new- image file 
Q f d=uc mat (1 c omimg1,3 84) 
do 70 j=l, imynum 
do 8:0 I-If numbnd 
do 90 i=l,imxnum
dn=nint(imager(i, I, j) ) 
iline(i)=dn
90 continue
exr^uwritef fd, ilinef. 4*imxnum).
80 continue
70 continue
err=ucl.ose ( f d)
100 return ,













C O M B S L
Compress image based on combining Selected bands to form 
desired features. Assumes senimg came from HIRIS sensor.
Variables include those defined in PROIMG and the following: 
bndedg - array of band edges for each feature : 
image! - integer array of input/output image 
imageo - real array of output image
subroutinecombs! (imxnum, imynum, numbit, numbnd, numfea)  ^























check, for numbnd equal to maxbnd
if(numbnd.ne.maxbnd) then
print*,"Number of bands must be equal to ",maxbnd 
; pririt*;> "Band Selection ;not possible" .
goto 100 
• endif ' '
check for numfea less than or equal to maxfea 
If(numfea,gt.maxfea) then
-Print^f11Number of features must be less than 11, maxf ea 
print*,"Band Selection not possible" 
goto 100 !
; endif
read in image fiIe
print*,"Reading image file..." 
fd=uopen(1senimg1,2) 
do 10 j=l,imynum . 
do 20 k=l,numbnd













c Combine bands selected for each feature
c
print*,"Combining selected bands ... " 
do 40 j=l,imynum 
do 40 i=lfimxnum. 
do 50 1=1,numfea
imageo(i, I,j)=0.0
do 60 k=bndedg(IfI),bndedg(2,. I)





c Update number of bands to be now number of features
c numbnd=numfea
c
c write out new image file
c
print*,"Writing compressed file..." 
fd?=ucreat (l Comimgl , 384) 
do 70 j=lfimynum 
do 80 l=l,numbnd 
do 90 i=l,imxnum
iline(i)=imageo(i, I, j )
90 continue








6* ******* *.*•* ****;*** * * * *;.* ****** *********** * * * * ********** * *•* *** * *;* * * * * *
c































C S T A  T - :';V V ;-:v-
Coinpute scaled, class statistics of training data.
Also writes out mean vectors and covariance matrices for each class 
in a file named "clsstat".
NOTE: The statistics are computed from data that is scaled to
the range 0-100 (based on 2**nurnbit) to prevent overflow 
conditions. vf-''■
Variables are defined in PROIMG and the following:; : 
b - dummy vector used in IMSL routine
dl,d2 - variable used to form determinant 
ier - integer error variable for.IMSL routine 
ijob - integer type variable; for IM'S’L routine 
= I means invert matrix
imaged - integer array of remotely sensed image 
numbsm - number of samples within training boundaries 
$um  ^vector used in mean summations 
tmpCov - array used for covariance computation.,;\o 
wk - vector used for IMSL work area
Subroutiheis called: 'IinvSf ^ IMSL matrix inverse (double precision)
Iudatn - called by IinvSf 
vluelmn - called by AlinvSf - 
uertst - called by linv3f 
ugetip - called by IinvSf
subroutine cstat (clsnrne,corntyp,covar,covdet,covinv,imcbhd,.
;,+imtbnd, imxnum,,imynum, mean,numbit,humbnd,numcls, numcsrn, numtsm, 
+pertrnrprprobrscnameY sennme)
parameter (maxbnd=201 , mbound=4 rmxicol=l00, nixirpw=!00, maxcls=4) 
character*6 comtyp
character*10 clsnme(maxcls)rscname,sennme 
double precision b(maxbnd),covdet(maxcls) 
double precision dl,.d2
double precision trnpcov (maxbnd,maxbnd) ; 
doubleprecisionwk(2*maxbnd); ;
■'./!hteger-' -ier^i job •
integer Oimpbnd(Inbound^maxcls) ■ 
integer imtbnd(mbbundYmaxcis) 
integer. Imxnum7 imynum 
integer numbit,numbndYnumcls; ' 
integer numbsm(maxcls) : 
integer numcsm(maxcls) .
integer humtsm(maxcls) : /
integer pertrn
integer ;tempin(mxicQl) . /
. integer/fd,UQpenf UreadrUclose7 err 
real covar(maxbnd,maxbnd, maxcls). ;. 
real covinv(maxbnd,maxbnd,maxcls)
94
real iriiatje (mxicol> maxbnd, mxirow) 
real mbadtmaxbnd,maxcls) 
real" prprob (rnaxcls) 
real sum(maxbnd) 
c
c open image file
c-; if(comtyp.eq.1 none 1)fd=uopen(1senimg1,2) 
if■ Ccomtyp.eq.1spctrl1)fd=uopen(1comimg1, 2 )  
if (comtyp^.eq.^bndsbl1) fd=uopen (* comimg1 ^ 2)
c
c reai ii file and scale to 0-100 . O for computation
c
do 10 j=lyimynum
do; 2 0 k=l, numbnd
Orr=Uread+ fd, tempin'/ 4*imxnum)- 








c compute number of- training samples to be used
c and apribri probabilities
c ■ ■
do* 25 )c= lynurnc Is
nuitcsm (k) = (imcbnd ( 3yk) -imcbnd(I,k)+1)*
I (imcbnd(4,k)-imcbnd(2, k)+1)
numbsm (k) = (imtbnd (3, k) -imtbnd (I , k) +1) *
+ (imtbnd(4yk)-imtbnd(2^k)+1)
numtsm:(k) =int ( (numbsm(k) *pertrn)/100)
prprob (k) =fIoat (numcsm(k) )/float (imxnum*imynum)
25 continue
c
c compute class means
c use first numtsm(k) samples for training area
30 k=l,numcls 




do 40f j=imtbnd (2, k) , imtbnd (4, k) 







































compute class covariance matrices 
do 60 k = l/numcls '
print*/"Computing statistics for class n/k 
do 70 n=l/Iiumbnd 
do 70 m=l/numbnd 
tmpcov (m/n ) =0.0
-■ continue v ;■"
do 80 n=l,numbnd 
do 80 m=lrnumbnd:
do 90 j =Imtbnd (2 f k)', imtbnd (4 f 'k) 
do 90 i^imtbnd(I/k) / imtbnd(3/k.)
tmpcov Cmf n)=tmpcov(m/n)-fdbl@ ( i m a g e j j - m e a n  (m/ k) J 
+ . dble (image (i/ii/j)-mean (H/k) )
n = i + i : v :/v; ’■
if(1Veq.numtsm(k)) goto:95 
’ continue '
\:V-\ tmpcov (mf n) —tmpcov (nyri) /dble (ntimtsm (k) -I) / 
continue; .V
copy, covariance to covar matrix
do 100 m=l/numbnd 
do 100 n=l,numbnd
covar (mf n, k) =^ sngl (tmpcov (m, n) )
",continue
set :iip inverse and determinant call ■ ■■
: , ijob-l - '
dl=0.0  ^ V-''call linv3f(tmpcoV/b/ijob/numbnd/maxbnd/dl/d2/wk/ier)
copy inverse into array
\ do HO m-l/nurabnd* ?
do H O  .n=l/numbnd ;




end of class loop v " y.
continue




write(11/101) 1 Sensor used






writet(llr*) 1Mean vector for rV clsrime (k) , * was: 1 
write (IirIO 6) (meantIv k) , I=If riumbnd)
write (ll r*) l Covariarice matrix f or '; clsrime (k) , 1 was 
do 210" In==Iy rinmbnd
write (ily 106) (covar Cniylr k) , I = I y  riUmbrid)
210 continue












C  C M P S E P
C
c Compute normalized multiclass separability measure as
cc J =  trace{ scwinv * scbetw}/number of bands
cc Scwinv is inverse of sum{apriori(k)*covar(k)} over all class k
c Scbetw is sum{ apriori(k)*[mean(k)-mixmean]*
c trnspse[mean(k)-mixmean]}
c
c Variables defined in PROIMG and the following
c matprd - matrix product of scwinv and scbetw
c mxmean - mixture mean
c scbetw - between class scatter matrix
c scwinv - inverse within class scatter matrix
c scwith - within class scatter matrix
c sepval - normalized seperability value
c
c Subroutines called:




double precision b (maxbnd), dl, d2
double precision tmpcov(maxbnd,maxbnd),wk(2*maxbnd)
integer ijob,numbnd,numcls
real covar (maxbnd, maxbnd,maxcls)
real mean (maxbnd, maxcls) , mxmean (maxbnd)






c compute mixture mean
c
do 10 1=1-, numbnd 
mxmean (I) =0,0 
10 continue
do 20 k=l,numcls 
do 30 1=1,numbnd




c compute within class and between class scatter matrices
c :
do 40 1=1,numbnd 




do 50 k=l,numcls 
do 60 1=1,numbnd 
do 60 m=l,numbnd
98
s c w i t h  (mfI )= S c w i t h (mfI )+ p r p r o b (k )* c o v a r (m,. I fk ) 
s c b e t w (mfI)= S C b e t w (m,I)+ p r p r o b (k)*




c compute inverse of within class scatter matrix
.. .  ','.V: ; 'do 70 I=IfHUitibnd
do 70 m=lfnumbnd




call linv3f (tmpcov/by IjobYnumbndrmaxbndrdlfd2f wkf ier) 
do 80 I^lfnumbnd 
do 8 0 m^lfnumbnd
scwinv(mf I) =sngl (tmpcov (mf I))
80 continue
c
c compute product of scwinv and scbetw
c
d o 9. 0 IHF lf n umb n d 
do 90 I=Ifnumbnd: 
matprd(mrl)=0.0 
do 100 n=lfnumbnd




c compute seperability now as trace of matprd
c and normalize by dimension
c
sepval-O.0 
do H O  I=I f numbnd
sepval=sepval+matprd(I , I)





































C M P B H T
Compute class sejierabilitj measure as 
exp(-B)
where B is the Bhattacharyya distance.
For numcls > 2, the result is pairwise average of J.
Variables defined in PROIMG end the following 
detcov - determinant of covariance matrices 
matave - average of covariance matrices 
matdet determinant of matave 
matinv - inverse of matave 
mxdiff - mixture mean difference 
sepval - normalized distance
Subroutines;:culled: " ■ •, '
■iinvSf - IMSL matrix inverse (double precision)
subroutine cmpbht(covar/covdet/mean,numbnd,numcls,prprob,sepval)
;parametef (maxbnd=^201, niaxcls=4 ) V
double precision b (maxbnd),covdet(maxcls), 6 1 , 6 2
double precision tmpcov (maxbnd^ maxbnd)., wk (2 *maxbnd)
integer ijob,numbnd,numcls
real covar (maxbnd, maxbnd,maxcls )
real matave (maxbnd, maxbnd) ,matdet
real: matinv (maxbnd, maxbnd|
real mean;(maxbnd,maxcls) ,rrDcdiff (maxbnd)
real prprpb(maxcls)
real seppr,sepval v  v;:\:
real tmpvec (maxbnd): . ■ v.,,v.
Perform computation for all class pairs i, j, with j ,ne. i ; :
■ sepval
do 10 i=l,numcls 
do 10 j=l,numcls
. if (j . eq. i) , goto 10






compute covariance matrix average
do 30 1=1,numbnd 
do 30i ; m^l> numb
matave(m,I) = (covar(m,I,i)+covar (m, I,j))/2 f 0 
; continue;: , c V  '














matdet=sngl (dl*dble (2.0) **d2) 
c
c compute pairwise bhattacharyya distance
c
do 60 m=lFnumbnd 
tmpvec(m) =0.0 
do 70 I=Irnumbnd























c********** ****** >**:**-^ *Vi*’*W**;*.* ^* *.**'* ******** ****'*** ******^ ******^  







Write out results of seperability calculations to terminal and file 
Variables defined in PROIMG
subroutine sepwrt (clsnmef numcls, numcsm, numrepf numtsmfRename,
+ S e n n m e f sepvalfsepmes)
parameter(maxcls=4) 
character*6 sepmes
character*10 Scnartief Sennmef clsnme (maxcls) 
integer numcls
integer numcsm (maxcls) , numrep 
, integer numtsm(maxcls) 
real sepval
d
openIunit=IOf file=1Sepres1) ; 
rewind (10)
 ^ write(10f101)'Scene used 
write (6f 101)’Scene used 
Write(IOfIOl)lSensor used 
/ write(Gf101)’Sensor used
write(IOf101) 5 Separability measure used 
write(6f101)’Separability measure used : 
write(10f102)'Number of classes in scene 
write(6f102)’Number of classes in scene 
write (IOf IOS)’Number of;repetitions for result 
write(6f105)’Number of repetitions for result 
do 10 k=lfnumcls
write(10f103)’Number of pixels in class 
+v':V/VVV vVV;/;-:.> clsnme(k) fnumcsm(k)
v write(Sf103)lNumber of pixels in class 
+ clsnme (k) f numcsm (k)
10 -1V- cOhtinueV / -V';'' /
do 20Vk=l,numcls
: write(10f103)’Number of training samples for
+ V: clsnme (k) f numtsm(k)
write(6/103) ’Number of training samples-; for 
+  ^ clsnme (k) f numtsm(k)
20; ; continue
; write (i0 fl 0'6 ) ’Separability value was v 
+sepyal/ 1V 0 >000 ’
write(6f106)’Separability value was 
+Sepvalf r  ^0.000.’ 
close(10)v -
return/ , ; • V
101 format(a4bfal0)
102 format |a40f 13)
103 format (a35f ai0;fi5) .
104 format(a35ff8.2)
105 f6 fmat(a 4 0 f a 3)
106 format(a35ff 8.3 f a7)
■V\;-. 'V end V . ^ V.V.VVV.V ' . /
o' ; v-v/:.;'. . ■; v v v ■ • v. : - "■ '.. : ■ ■ -  ^ ■ /  v
VfScname 











c * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ****** * *  * *  * * 
C
C . ' M L '
C ’c Maximum likelihood classifier. Uses the multivariate Gaussian
c assumption with computed apriori probabilities to assign each
c pixel to the most probable class, 
c 
c
c Variables defined in PROIMG and the following:
c clsimg - array of class assignments of each pixel
c errcnt - array of misclassification counts
c g discriminat function of ML estimate
c maxg - index of highest g for pixel
c probe - probability correct
c trsum - variable used in computation of g
c trvsum - vector used in computation of g















real covar (maxbnd, maxbndf maxcls) 
real covinv (maxbndfmaxbridf maxcls); 
real g (maxcls)
real image(mxicolfmaxbndfmxirow) 
real mean (maxbndf maxcls) 
real probe(maxcls), prprob(maxcls) 
real trsum,tvsum(maxbnd)




if (comtyp. eq. 'bhd.seI') fd=uopen (' comimg' f 2) 
open(unit=llffile=*clsmap') 
rewind(ll)
c read in file and scale to 0-100.Q for computation
c




























zero out "error counters
do 10 k-1,numcls
if(coydet(k).eq.dble(0.0)) then
print*, "Class " , k, * is singular"
pause . \ : /'Vi.V- Vv
endif V  V V V ^ " / V •-'Vv''*'errcnt(k)=0 ■
.V V continue vV
compute discriminant functions for each pixel 
do 40 k-1,numcls .
print*,"Classifying pixels for class ",k 
do 50} j=imcbnd(2, k)imcbnd (4,k) ;
do ;5P i-imchnd(l,k),imcbndiS,k)
■;V V  do 60 l=?i, numcls
v, dp 65 m=l,numbnd V r-v V :
tvsum(m) =0.0 ;V :V-' 
continue . 
trsum=0*0
do 70 n=l,numbnd V
do 70 m=l,numbnd
tvsum (n) =tvsurri (n) tcovinv (m,n, l) *
+ (real (image (i,m, j) ) -mean (m, l))
continue..'.", 
do 80 n=l*numbnd
trsum-trsum+(image(i, n,j)-mean (n,I))*tvsum (n) 
continue
if(covdet(ITVeq.dble(0.0)) then 
g (I) =-0.5*trsum y. 
else. ;
g (I)=-O.5*sngl(dlog(covdet(I)))-0.5*trsum
y-’;.;.-,:. -V endif , . . ■
''V-W- g (I) =Prprob (I) *g (I) V
V: continuej ; V ■ : . v  V V
maxg:-! y V"- y ■ 
do 90 1=1,numcls
if (g (I) . gt. g (maxg) )maxg=l 
continue . V V - . . "V ''-V./V..
if (maxg,ne. k) errcnt (k);=errcnt (;k) +l 
. clsimg (i ,j) =stInaxg; .
. ' . continue j . Vv v-.
continue V •. -V y. V "-'-rV
compute probability of correct;classification
do 100 k=l,numcls.; / v
probe (k) =100.0*fl6at (numcsm(k) -errcrit (k) ) /float (numcsm(k) ) 
continue, - . ' y ■














C L S W R T









+numcsm, numreip, numtsm, probe, scname,sennme)













write (10,101) 1 Sensor used 
write(6,101)'Sensor used 
write(10,101)'Classifier used 
write (&r:101) ' Classif ier used :
Write(10,i02)'NUmber of classes in Scene 
'write(6,102)'Number of classes in scene
write(10,105)'Number Of repetitions for result 
write(6,105)'Number of repetitions for result
do TO k=d, numcls v : v jwrite(IQ,103)'Number, of pixels in class 
+ clsnme(k),numcsm(k)
write(6,103) 'Number of pixels in class 
- + clsnme(k) , numcsm(k)
10 continue:;-? --IV-iP '
do 2 0: k-,1, numcls
write(10,103)'Number of training samples for 
+ clsnme(k),numtsm(k)
write(6/103)'Number of training samples for 
+ , clsnme(k),numtsm(k)
20 Continue;' 'f: -:.'
d^p..3P■-;k^ i:v.ri^unci$■,'..;.■.•
write(10,104)'Class accuracy and std. dev. for 
+ clsnme(k),probe(k), " 0.00"
write (6,,104) '’Class: accuracy and std. dev. for 
, + ; : clsnme(k),probe(k)," 0.00"
30 ' 'continue i '
. - - close(10)






















G S I M E N G
C
c Run repetitive simulation by asking for parameters to be changing,















































avepc - average value and std. dev. of probability of correct 
avesep - average value and std. dev. of separability 
chmode - mode for use of calling chxxx (input)
= 1  prompt for new value
~ 2 prompt for initial,final and step values 
= 3 just replace new value 
cumpc - array of class prob. correct, for each rep 
cumsep - array of separability result for each repitition 
finpar - final value of running parameter 
inipar - initial value of running parameter 
maxpar - maximum number of parameters possible 
maxstp - maximum number of steps for running parameter 
newpar - new value for parameter (input) 
numstp - number of steps in running parameter 
oldpar - value of running parameter before simulation 
param - integer number of running parameter for simulation 
0 no parameter 
10-19 SCENE parameter 
20-29 SENSOR parameter 
30-39 PROCESSING parameter 
parIbl - label of running parameter
proflg - true if PROCESSING needs to be executed during simulation 
repnum - current repetition number 
runnum - number of current simulation run
scflg - true if SCENE needs to be generated during simulation
sel - integer used in selection of subroutines
senflg - true if SENSOR needs to be applied during simulation
stppar - step increment of running parameter
stptyp - additive (a) or multiplicative (m) increment
Subroutines called:
appsen - apply sensor
chpro - change processing parameter files 
chsc - change scene parameter files .,, 
chsen - change sensor parameter files 
genscn - generate scene 
prntm - print menu 
proimg - process image
saveIs - save class accuracy result from one repetition 
savsep - save separability result from one repetition 
smwrtc - write classification simulation run results 
smwrts - write separability simulation run results 
svstcl- save class accuracy result from one parameter step 
svstsp - save separability result from one parameter step
subroutine simeng(seed,sim)
integer stdev
































100 call chsc(chmode,finpar,inipar,newpar,numrep,oldpar, 
+param,parlbl,profIgfscfIgfsenfIgf stppar,stptyp) 
goto 500
200 call chsen(chmode,finpar,inipar,newpar,numrep,oldpar, 
+param,parlbl,proflg,senflg,stppar,stptyp) 




c if no choice then loop to menu again
c ie, numrep=0 implies user chose return to menu option
c
500 if(numrep.eq.0) go to 10
C..
c set up for simulation execution
c ■
Cc check for just repetitive execution, ie., mod(param,10)=0
c
if(mod(param,10).ne.0) then
c check for zero increment, assume user meant to abort
if(stpparoeq.0.0) goto 615
c ,c check for multiplicative or additive increments












c set up for simulation
c . : ‘ .
C h m o d e = S  
c
c read propar file to check for desired output result
c -















c begin loop for each step in simulation
c  , /
do 600 runnum=l,numstp







c begin loop for each repetition in step
c
do 630 m=l,maxrep 
curnsep (m) =O, 0




write(6,910)"Running repetition number ",repnum," of " 
+ numrep
if(param.lt.20) call chsc(chmode,finpar,inipar,newpar, 
+ numrep, oldpar, param, parlbl,,proflg, scflg, senflg,
+ stppar,stptyp)































if(param.ge.30) call chpro(chmode,finpar,iniparynewpar, 
f numrep,oldpar,param,parlbl,proflg,stppar,Stptyp)
execute simulation
if (scflg) call genscri(seedy param, sim) 
if(senflg) then
call appsen(ans,seed,param,sim) / v 
if(.not.ans) goto 400
■ ■■\v'- e n d i f ; 
ifipf oflgi ; then. ■
C a l l  p r o i m g ( a n s , n u m r e p , p a r a m , S i m )
if(.not.ans) goto 400
endif .. -I-: ••
save intermediate result ■
if(clstyp.eq.'maxlik') call savcls(cumpc,numrep,repnum) 
if(sepmes.eq.'trimg ') call savsep(cumsep,numrep,repnum) 
if(sepmes.eq.'bhat ') call savseP(dumsep, numrep,repnum)
end repitition loop
; continue ; ' ' .
if first time through, write header of results file ■ ;
 ^ if (runnum.eq.d j ? the^^^ .
if(clstyp.eq.'maxlik') call smwrtc(avepc,finpar,inipar, 
r numstp,parlbl,stppar,stptyp) 
riflsepmes/eq.Itrimg ') call smwrts(avesep,finpar,inipar, 
pumstp,parlbl,stppar,stptyp)
if(sepmes.eq.'bhat ') call smwrts(avesep,finpar,inipar, 
numstp,parlbl,stppar,stptyp) 
endif .v . '--.r
write result for this step
if(clstyp.eq.’maxlik') call svstcl(avepc,runnum) 
if(sepmes.eq.'trimg ') call svstsp(avesep,runnum) 
if(sepmes.eq.'bhat ') call svstsp(avesep,runnum)
end step loop
Continue
close simulation results file
if(clstyp.eq.'maxlik') close (16) 
if (sepmes.eq.'trimg :;•!;■) close{17) 
if(sepmes.eqbhat ') close(17)

















if((param.ge.20).and.(param.lt.30)) call chsen(chmode,finpar, 
+ inipar,newpar,numrep,oldpar,param,parlbl,proflg, senflg,
















P R N T R M
10





print*,*1) Reyiew/Select Parameter for Scene"
print*,”2) Review/Select Parameter for Sensor"
print*,"3) Review/Select Parameter for Processing"
print*,"4) Return to Main Menu" 
print*
write(6, *1 "Enter selection’’ 
vread(5,*,iostat=mis)sel
if(Selvge.I .and.selVie.4.and.mis,eq.0) goto IQ 
print*,"Invalid selection" 






c C H S C
c
c Review with options to replace scene parameters or to set up
c a simulation. "Brute force programming"
c
c Variables defined in SIMENG and the following:
c altsen - altitude of sensor
c atmode - atmosphere model
c attype - atmosphere type
c clsbnd - array of class boundaries
c cLsnam - array of class names
c difcon - diffuse irradiance constant
c label - array of entry names in scene parameter file
c maxent - maximum number of entries in scene parameter file
c maxcol - number of columns in scene
c maxrow - number of rows in scene
c mscpar - maximum number of parameters for scene simulation
c numcls - number of classes in scene
c scpars - array of parameter values
c spavar - spatial variance
c theta - scene spatial model
c subroutine chsc (Chmodef finpar,iniparf newparfnumrep,Oldparf 
. +paramfparlbi, prof Igr scflg, senf lgf;stpparf stptyp) 
c parameter(maxbnd=2 Olf maxcls=4 f maxent=22 f maxrep=20fmbound=4f 
+mscpar=6) 
character*! stptyp




integer maxcol, maxrowf mi s f numclsf numrep 
integer param,scpars(mscpar) 
logical scfIgf senfIgf profIg 
real altsenfdifconffinparfIniparfnewpar 
real Oldparfstppar 
real theta(3)f spavar 
c





































readdO, 102) label (16) , scpars (6) 
read(10,104)label(17),altsen 




Check fdri simple Replace and write
If (Chraoddieql. 3) then '
sCpars (param-10) =int(newpar)
goto 130 ; ./!Mt; - /
endif
./y. .;j' / ’ • "-.,y ;■ y vwrite parurtieters to screen for modification
write(6,*)"Select number of desired parameter for change" 
write(6,*)
if(chmode.eq.2) then
Write(6,ill)"0) No parameter change" 
v':. endif : J j
do 10 i=l,mScpar
write (6, HO) i,") ",label (i+10), scpars (i)
^iontiriue 0 -.—  \v...









if(chmode.eq.2) g o t o 120 ' ^
just get-ond new entry -■
write(6,M "Enter ^hew value" j 
read(5,*,iostat=mis)Scpars(param-10) 
if(mis.ne.O) go to 9 ,
goto 100 ;
prompt for running parameter info
oldpar=fIoat(scpars(param-10)) V 
paribl=labdl(param) ! ; ^
write(6,*)"Would you like an additive (a) or multiplicative (m) 
■+increment?"/.








if(mis.he.0)go to 124 
126 write(6>*)"Enter incremental value" 
read( 5 f * fiostat=mis)stppar 
if(mis.ne.0)go to 126 
c
c set flags and write out file





140 write(6,*)"Enter number of repetitions desired”
read(5,*fiostat=mis)numfep 
if (mis.ne.0) go to 140 































107 format (af 4813)
108 format(af3f7.3)
109 format(a,f5.3)




















C H S E N  -Vy -Vi-I '7 I;''
Review with options to replace sensor parameters or to set up 
a simulation, "Brute force programming"
Variables are those defined earlier and the following:
mxsnen -maximum number of sensor parameter entries
subroutine chsdn(chmbde/finpar,inipar,hewpar,numrep,
+oldpar,param,parlbl,proflg,senflg,stppar,stptyp)










real ifsmpx,ifsrripy, inipar ,
real Isfinc^lsfx(maxfbv),Isfy(maxfov)
real newpar,oldpar : V
real relfac, shtfae, stppar, sysrsp,thrdfcU./: i
real tinpabs (maxdet) , tmpdrk (maxdet) , tmpf si (rriaxdet)
^^ ;;l^ al,;■^ mprel;,(toxdet)ytItpsht■in^xdet), tmpspc (maxdim, maxdet)
real tmptrd (maxdet ) "V.../-'-.;' '
first read>name of sensor file
open (unit==ll, file^'senpar')v 
rewind(ll) ’
-read(ll/101)label(I),sennme 
: closedl): i : V
read parameters
open (unit=10 , fi.le-Sehrtme)






read(10,105) label (6), fsgaip V i V - V V 'VV; V
read(10,106)label(7),(tmpdrk(i),i=l, numdet)












readdO, 102) label (17) ,numbit
read(10,109)label(18),altSen
readdO, HO) label (19) ,ifsmpx
read(iOfH O )  label (20) ,ifsmpy
read(I0,102)label(21),lsfrng




10 continue ■ ■ ■ - ■
readdO/112) label (24)
do 20 i=l/lsfrng
read(10fli3)Isfy(i) ■■ ■ ■■ .. ' ■... ' ■
20 continue
do 3.0 i-1 / maxdim
read(10f114)label(24+i),(tempch,tmpspc(i,j),j=l,numdet)
30 continue • ■;. ■
C
close(10) • '
C check for simple replace and return
C
if(chmode.eq.3) goto 15 ' ; . • ■:
C
prompt for replacements
write(6,*)"Select number of desired parameter to change" 



















c ' ; ;c prompt for new values
c y; .
if(param.lt.27) then














read(5> *,iostat-mis)newint ./ 
if (mis .ne. 0)goto 14 
newpar=fIoat(newint) 
endif ‘
modify parameter as selected






if (param.eq.26) absfac=newpai 
if(param.eq.27) numbit=int(newpar) 
goto 100 /
prompt for initial, 
for' Simulation fun
final, and incremental values
147
14 8








>//■/. endif : . . .
iflparam.eq, 23) then: r
y;-paf IblsTlabel (10)  ^. \
■■"'.•\oldpaf=shtiac^ V/;-^ :./.:




.-.■‘./,■■■endif- ' ■ “;■■ - -:/"w'





p a r i b i ^ l a ^ e i a e y  y / ,  .,,w.
pldpar=absfac




- wfite(6>*)"Would you like an additive (a) or multiplicative (m) 
+increment?” - ; . . /
read(5,1(al)1,iostat=mis)Stptyp
if(mis.ne.0.or. (stptyp.he.1 a 1.and.stptyp.ne.'m*))go to 147 
write(6,*)"Enter initial value” 
read(5f;*, iostat=m[is) newpar 
if (mis . ne .-Qi gotO 148
inipar-newpar :/// ‘ //














read (5f * rio3tat=rrds) newpar 
if(mis.nevO)goto 149 
finpar=newpar




set flags and prompt for number of reps
senfig=.true, 
profIg=.true. 
i £: (chinode. eq. 2) t hen
write(6fH "Enter number of repetitions desired” 
read( 5 fiostat=mis)numrep 
if(mis.ne.O)goto 160 
endif
Write sensor parameter file out
open(unit=IOffile=sennme) 
rewind(10)
write (IOf lOl) Iabel (I) , senlab 

















write (10f H O )  label (19) f ifsmpx







w r i t e (10f112)l a b e l (24) 
do 220 I=IfIsfrng
write (10Lf 113) Isfy (i) 
continue
do 230 i=lfmaxdim










































t * * * ** * ** * * * * ********* * ***** ********* *********************  **********
C H P R O
Review with options to replace processing parameters or to set 
up a simulation. "Brute force programming"
subroutine chpro(chmode,finpar,iniparfnewpa r,numrepf Oldparf 
+paramfparlbl,profIgfStpparfstptyp)
parameter (maxbnd=2 0 I f maxcls=4, maxpar=ll f inbound= 4 f mchent=6 ) 
character*! Stptyp 
character*6 ClstypfComtypfsepmes 
' character*-48. Ilabl (mchent+maxcls) > parIbl




r e a l  O l d p a r f S t p p a r
R e a d  p r o c e s s i n g  p a r a m e t e r  f i l e
open(unit=12ffile=’propar1) 
rewind(12)
read(12 f101)llabl(I)f comtyp ^
read(12 f101Lllabl(2)f sepmes  ^
read(12f101)Ilabi(3)fclstyp 
read(!2flQ2)llabl(4)fnumcls 
do 10 k=l,f numcls
: read(12f 103) llabl(4+k) f (sctbncid, k) fI=If 4)
continue
read (12/102 ) llabl (5H-numcls) f pertrn 
read(12f102)llabl(6+numcls)fnumfea 
close(12)




go to 50 
endif
ask for parameter; selection
• c - " • ' • .write(6f *)"Select desired parameter for change"
write (;6 f * )
write(6f112)"I) "fllabl(5+numcls)fpertrn 
write(6f112)"2) "fllabl(6+numcls)fnumfea 




if(mis.ne.Oi O r . p a r a m . l t .I.or.param.gt.3)goto 7
■ cc go to proper mode type 
c
: c  - -
14
i f ( p a r a m . e q . 3 ) g o  t o  100  
p r o f I g = . t r u e ,  
p a  r a m - p a  r a m + 30 
i f ( c h m o d e .e q . 2 ) g o t o  70
p r o m p t  f o r  r e p l a c e m e n t  v a l u e
i f ( p a r a m . e q . 31) t h e n
write(6r *)"Enter new value" 
read(5,*>iostat=mis)newint 




e n d i f  /
i f ( p a r a m .e q .32) t h e n
w r i t e  ( 6 r * ) " E n t e r  n e w  v a l u e ” 
r e a d (5,'■*>i o s t a t = m i s ) n e w i n t  
i f ( m i s . n e . O ) g o  t o  16 
n e w p a r = f I o a t (newint)
; n u m f e a - i n t  (newpar)











prompt for initialf final> and step values yy'y
continue //yyiv
numrep===! , • -
if (parartlo eq, 31) then
parlbl=llabl;( 5+numcis)
oldpar=f Ioat (pertrn) y:





write (6r*) "Would you like an additive (a)/ or multiplicative (m) 
+increment?” y,- -y I'. ■
read ( 5>IlOr iostat==mis) stptyp
if(mis.ne.0.or.(stptyp.ne.1 a V.and.s t p t y p . n e . ))go to 74 




write(6r*)"Enter final value" / Y 
,read(5r*rlbstat=mis)newint
■ if (mis.ne. 0)goto 72  ^ y:y..y-'
finpar=float(newint) 
ywrite(6r *) ffEnter incremental value” 
read(5r*yiostat=mis)newint 
if (mis. ne.0)gQto 73 
stppar=float (newint)
write out tile y
open(unit=12rfile=1proper1)




~ (I^fIOL)-Ilabl (3) ,_clstyp_...  _
write(12r102)llabl(4),numcls 
do 60 k=l,numcls






.■:...;C ---- - .. • '
101 format(a48,a6) ~ . ~
102 format (a48f 13)
103 format (a48,414)






























S A V C L S







- cumulative probability of correct
- index for mean in cumulative pc
- number of pixels in each class
- number of training samples in each class


























do 30 1=1,numclsread(11,104)label(i+5+2*numcls),clsnam(i),cumpc(i,repnum), 
+• tmpflt
continue
Check if finished with current parameter step
if((repnum.eq»numrep).and.(numrep.ge.2)) then
compute average and standard deviation over all classes 
and write to clsres file





do 50 i=lf numcls 
do 60 j-l/riumrep
clspc U f mean) =clspc U f mean)+cumpc (if j)
60 continue
clSpc(ifmean)=ClspC(ifmean)/float(numrep) 
do 70 j=Lf numrep
c!spe(ifstdev)=Clspc(IfStdev)+ (cumpc(ifj)- 
+ clspc(ifmean))*(cu^pc(ifj)~
+ clspcU f mean))




c Rewrite classification results file with average for parameter step
C and to terminal
c























































Save intermediate results for repetitive Simula 
Variables’: . ■ ■ ;sepsta - Guihulative statistiGs of separability measure
mean - index for mean in cumulative statistics
npix — number of pixels in each class
ntsam - number of training samples in each class
stdev - index for standard deviation in cumulative stab
subroutine savsep(cumsep,numrep/repnum) 
integer stdev .. V - :




integer npix(maxcls) r ntsam (maxcls)L
integer numcisr numrep rrepnumrtmpint
real cumsep (maxrep )
real sepsta{2)
real tmpfIt —
Read separability results- file;; V- . ■
OpenCuhit=IlrfilepVsepfesr)
rewind(11) v 'V'--V : ; V  V-i'' -"I
do IO i=IrS V- -V-V/ ;
read(llr101)label(i)rnames(i) 
continue





• read ( H r 103)label(i+5+numcls)r clsnam (i) r ntsam (i)
■,^ ,..continue
resad (llr 104) label (6+2 *numcls)r cumsep (repnum) r tmpf It
. Check if finished with current parameter step
if ( (repnum.eq.numrepj . and. (numrep.ge. 2) ) then
compute average and standard deviation over all classes 
and write to sepfes fild:
; sepsta (mean) ==0.0 V Sepsta(Stdev) =0.0 .-
do -60/ j=l r numrep
sepsta(mean)=SepSta(mean)+cumsep(j) 
continue














do 70, j=If numrep
sepsta(stdev)=sepsta(stdev)+ (cumsep(j)- 




Rewrite sepres file and to terminal average separability results
rewind(11) 
d o 80 i=lf 3
write(llf101)label(i),names (i)
























C** * * * * * * * * * * * * *# * * * * * * *M *** * * * * *^
c ■. --.V-'---'
C S V S T C L
C , . ‘v ' ■C Read in clsres file and save classification accuracy
c for simulation results
c Variables include: ' .c clsacc - average and standarad deviation of class accuracies











Read in classification result of parameter step
open(unit=lSfiile='ClSresf) " r;
rewind(15) 










avepc (runnum,stdev)=avepc(runnum, stdev) +clsacc(i,stdev) 
continue
Compute average of class accuracies for parameter step,
avepc(runnum,mean)=avepc(runnum,mean)/float(numcls)
avepc(runnum,stdev)=avepC(runnum,stdev)/float(numcls-1) ^
write(16,105)"Class accuracy and std. dev. run ",runnum,
+avepc(runnum,mean),avepc(runnum,stdev)






103 , fofmat (a35f alO,i5) - ;
10 4 \ ■ f o rma t {a 3.5./ a 10, f 8.2 r f 6.2)
105 format^35ri5f f8.2^  f6.2)










c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ****** ************ * * * * *.**••* * * * ****** ******* ********
C
C S V S T S  P
c t
c Read in sepres file and write result to "simsep" file










integer numrepf runnumf tmpsam 
real avesep Cmaxstpf 2) 
c
c Read separability result for one parameter step
c
open Cunit=I5f file=5sepres1) 
rewind (15) 
do 10 i=lf 3
read(I5f10I)labelftempch 
10 continue
read(15 f102)Iabelf numcls ^
read (15,102 )• label f numrep 
do 2 0 i=If 2 * numc Is
read(15 f103)labelf tmpnamf tmpsam 
20 continue
read(15f 104) Iabelf avesep (runnumf mean) f avesep Crunnumf stdev) 
write(17 f105)"Separability and std. dev. run" f runnum, 
+avesep(runnum, mean) favesepCrunnumfstdev) 

























' SMW RT C ...
Writei out results of classificafcion simulation. to fil© and. terminal
subroutine smwrtc(avepcr finparrIhipar7numstprparlbl,
+StpparrSt^fcypy




character*^40; label (5) . '
character*48 parlbl 
integer numcl S7 numrep r numstp 
real avepc(maxstpr2) 
real finpar/Iniparrstppar
open clsres to read scene,sensoryprocessing info
open (uriitr=10, file-' clsres V) 
rewind(lO)
read arid write out info to "simcls" (unit-16’) and terminal 
read(I0,101)label(I))scname






write (16> IOD label (2), sennme 
write(6,iOl)label(2),sennme 
write(i6yl0i)label(3),clstyp 







write(16y103)"Initial value of parameter 
+inipar .'.Dr-U
write(6,103)"initial value of parameter 
+inipar.: -v. ■ -
write(16,103)"Final value of parameter 
+finpar : ■ "■
write(6,iQ3)"Final value of parameter
+finpar, :
write(16,103)"Incremental value of parameter 
+stppar




















3.4 Example Parameter Files
The following typical parameter files are listed in this section.
"scpaf - Scene parameter file
"senpar" - Sensor namefiIe
"hiris" -HIRISparameterfiIe
"tm6gauM - Thematic Mapper with Gaussian PSF file
"propar" -  Processing parameter file
"cmbdsl" -BandseIectionfeatureband edges fiIe
Typical "scpar" file
Name of scene 
Number of classes 
Class names 
Class boundaries 
Number of rows in scene 
Number of columns in scene 
Surface model specified 
Atmosphere model specified 
Atmosphere type specified 
Ground size of pixel (meter) 
Meteofblogical range 
Sun polarangle 
Sun azimuth angle 
View polar angle 
View azimuth angle 
Altitude of sensor (meter) 
Spatial model parameters 




May 3 sf May 3 un



































Resp at Scene Wavenum I 0.0308
Resp at Scene Wavenum 2 0.0369
Resp at Scene Wavenum 3 0,0431
Resp at Scene Wavenum 4 0.0494
Resp at Scene Wavenum 5 0.0559
Resp at Scene Wavenum200 0.0000









HIRIS Sensor Parameter File;
Name HIRIS
Number of Bands 201
Number of Detectors 2
System Response GJbnstant 32628384.0 
Detector Full Scale 
IMG Gain State 
Dark Curfent Level 
Dark Current Factor 
Shot Noise Constant 
ShotNoiseFactbr 
Read/Thermal Noise Level 
Read/Thermal Factor 
Relative Calibratibh Err 
Rel Cal Error Factor 
Absolute Calibration Err 
Abs Cal Error Factor 
Number of Bits 
Altitude (meters)
Across Scah SampIing 
Along Track Sampling 
Number of Angles in LSF 
LSF IhCremental Angle 

















































Resp at Scene 
0.0000 0. 
Resp at Scene 
0.0000 0. 
Resp at Scene 
0.0000 0. 
Resp at Scene 
0;0000 0. 












Resp at Scene Wavenum201
0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000  : 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0 , 0000: 0 . 0000
0,0000 oioooo 0.0000, ' . V ' - '
■
0.0000






Number of classes 
:Tra:iping-'-Boun4ar'ies class I 
Training boundaries class 2 
Percentage of training samples of class 
Number of features for compression
-•/; .
TypieaiiiCrnbdsM
: ■; ■; I  ■ ; 4 \
Band■range for feature I 
Band range for feature 2 
Band range for feature 3 
Band range fOi feature 4 
Band range for feature 5 
Band range for, feature 6 
Band range for feature 7 
Band range for feature 8 
Band range for feature 9 
Band range for featurelO 
Band range, for "featureIT 
Band range for featurel2 
Band range for feature 13/ 
Band range for featurel4 
Band range for featurelB 
























2--4V ■ . ■,
I I 40 80
: 41 / I 80 80
100
6 \ ■ ..
136
Thematic Mapper (Gaussian PSF) ParameterFiIei
Name TM6GAU
Number of Bands 6
Number of Detectors 6
System Response Constant 1.0
Detector Full Scale 1.060 2.540 1.460 ; 3.260
0.640 0.480
IMC Gain State I.000
Dark Current Level 0.000. 0.000 0.000 Q. 000
0.000 0.000
Dark Current Factor I.000
Shot Noise Constant 0.0073 0.0079 0.0066 0.0049 0.0055 0.0127
Shot Noise Factor I.000
Read/Thermal Noise Level 0.00752 0.00529 0.00448 0.00360
0.00333 0.00600
Read/Thermal Factor I.000
Relative Calibration Err 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010
Rel Cal Error Factor 0.000
Absolute Calibration Err 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
Abs Cal Error Factor 0.000
Number of Bits 8
Altitude (meters) 705000.0
Across Scan Sampling 0.000043
Along Track Sampling 0.000043
Number of Angles in LSF 13
LSF Incremental Angle 0.00001
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